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Dear Chair Ferguson:

On behalf ofthe members of the Citizens' Elections Oversight Committee I am pleased to
transmit this "Report on Ranked Choice Voting".

The report complies with Motion 12854 requesting the Citizens' Election Oversight Committee
to study ranked choice voting as a possible method to conduct elections for King County offices.
We researched the issue, talked with experts and proponents on the subject and closely followed
the Pierce County experience with Ranked Choice voting. The report summarzes our findings
and provides a recommendation for your consideration. We hope you find the report usefuL.

Than you for this opportty to serve you and the voters of King County.

Sincerely,~/~
Ellen Hansen, Chair, King County Citizens' Elections Oversight Committee

cc: Metropolitan King County Councilmembers

Dow Cónstantine, Executive, King County
Sherrl Huff, Director, King County Elections
Members, Citizens' Elections Oversight Commttee





Report on Ranked Choice Voting
Prepared by the King County Citizens' Elections Oversight Committee

(January 7,2010)

Background
On October 6, 2008, the King County Council approved Motion 12854 which asked the
Citizens' Elections Oversight Committee (CEOC) to study Ranked Choice Voting (RCV)
and to report back to the CounciL.

Even prior to the passage of the motion, the CEOC began to examine the issue. In
August of 2008 Katie Blinn of the Office of the Secretary of State and Rebecca Brauhn
of the Pierce County Auditor's offce made a presentation on RCV to the CEOC.
Throughout the year, the CEOC undertook the study of RCV through numerous
briefings, discussions and review of written materials, including a more detailed
presentation by the Pierce County Auditor's Offce and an hour-long presentation by
advocates of Ranked Choice Voting. A chronology of activities associated with the study
of Ranked Choice Voting can be found in Appendix A to this report.

Key Factors
The CEOC found the most compellng information on RCV came from three briefings.
Staff from the Office of Secretary of State and Pierce County Auditor's Office presented
the first one, the Pierce County Auditor and a member of her staff presented the second
one, while offcials and members of Instant Runoff Voting of Washington did the final
briefing.

Findings
The CEOC has divided its findings into election policy issues and election
implementation issues. These are presented separately. In stating the election policy
issues, a pro and con format is used. It is important to note that the pro statements are
a summary of the pros as given in the briefing by IRV of Washington and do not
necessarily represent the views or opinions of the CEOC members. The con statements
are a summary of points made in factual presentations from the Pierce County Auditor,
the Offce of the Secretary of State and CEOC member conclusions.

Election Policy Pros:

· Ensures that the winner of an election has a majority of the votes, not just a plurality.

· If no candidate achieves a majority when first choices for all candidates are counted,
allows second choices of voters whose first candidate was eliminated to be counted,
thus reducing wasted votes and increasing voter choice and impact.

· Helps keep the campaign dialogue civil because candidates hope to capture the
second or third place vote of their opponents.
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· Eliminates primary elections for most King County offices, potentially saving King
County money.

Election Policy Cons:

. Requires the purchase of new equipment, softare and training.

· Elections are more complicated and therefore more challenging to administer.

· Results are recalculated every time votes are added to the count. Additional votes

are not simply added to unofficial results. Unofficial results may no longer be a good
indication of how the race is progressing.

· Changes the traditional democratic principle that the candidate with the most votes
wins.

· Primary elections must stil be held for non-county local offces as well as state and
federal offces so there is minimal to no savings. Costs are simply redistributed. In
fact, there may be additional printing costs, because space constraints may require
printing of a second ballot devoted exclusively to RCV contests. Pierce County
reported that its first RCV election cost an additional $1 milion.

Other policy factors: There are other outcomes resulting from Ranked Choice Voting

. that can be viewed as positive or negative depending on one's perspective.

. Third part candidates would be included as candidates in the General Election.

· Participation by third party candidates in the General Election does not result in
, candidates becoming "spoilers" (as has happened in presidential and other
elections) due to the ranking of candidates.

· Proponents of Ranked Choice Voting as well as supporters of traditional plurality
elections believe their preferred method is the more democratic alternative.

Election Implementation Issues
The CEOC benefitted from a presentation by Jan Shabro, Pierce County Auditor (at the
time) and Lori Augino, Pierce County Elections Manager. Ms. Shabro reported that
following passage of the initiative to implement RCV, four additional charter
amendments had to be presented to the voters in November 2007. These amendments
sought to clarify the implementation of RCV including the following issues:

. Ranking of three candidates only;

· Minor party candidate filing requirements;

· Implementation dates;
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· Allowing for the multiple elimination of losing candidates;

· Algorithm stops when a candidate has a majority.

In addition, many new policies, procedures and rules had to be established to ensure an
orderly, accurate and fair RVC election.

Costs are another important factor when considering RCV. The normal cost for
conducting a general election in Pierce County for 2008 was $1,664,542. One-time
costs for new equipment, softare and education was $857,025. Ongoing costs for
RVC operations, staffing and education in 2008 were estimated at $769,773. The one-
time costs and ongoing RCV costs of the 2008 Pierce County general election doubled
the normal cost of a general election for a total of $3.3 millon.

Public Acceptance
Pierce County sent a survey to all voters following the 2008 general election. A total of
90,738 voters responded. Of those who responded, 34 percent liked RCV, 66 percent
did not. The Pierce County Council placed a charter amendment on the 2009 general
election ballot asking voters if RCV should end. The measure was approved by a 68
percent to 32 percent margin.Recommendation .
Given the one-time as well as ongoing costs of Ranked Choice Voting, the additional
complexity of administration and public education, and the decision by Pierce County
voters to return to traditional voting, the CEOC recommends that King County not
pursue Ranked Choice Voting for King County elections.

Reference materials used by the CEOC in its evaluation of RCV are attached to this
report and include:
Appendix B - Power Point Presentation by Jan Shabro, Pierce County Auditor
Appendix C - An Assessment of Ranked Choice Voting in the San Francisco 2004
Election (May 2005, San Francisco State University, Public Research Institute)
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APPENDIX A

Table 1

Study of Ranked Choice Voting (RCV)

November Voters in Pierce County approve local ballot initiative making Ranked Choice Voting (also known as
2007 Instant Runoff Voting or Alternative Vote) the method of election for most county offces.

July 2008 Ellen Hansen, chair of the Citizens' Elections Oversight Committee, notifies CEOC members that the
King County Council is proposing that the CEOC conduct a study of Ranked Choice Voting as a possible
option for election to King County offces.

August 2008 CEOC hears presentation on RCV by Katie Blinn of the Offce of the Secretary of State and Rebecca
Brauhn of the Pierce County Auditor's offce; CEOC indicates it wilingness to study RCV for elections in
King County if the Council so requests.

September CEOC is informed by KC Council staff that a motion requesting the CEOC to study RCV is pending
2008 council action.

October 2008 King County Council approves Motion 12854 requesting the CEOC to study RCV as possible option for
KC elections; CEOC votes to study RCV beginning with the upcoming 2008 general election in Pierce
County, the first jurisdiction in Washington State to use RCV.

November CEOC observes and discusses use of RCV for county office by Pierce County during the 2009 general
2008 election and its implementation by the Pierce Co Auditor's offce.

December CEOC discusses means for studying RCV, including need to hear from proponents and opponents, role
2008 of technology and administration, costs to King County taxpayers, and timelines.

January 2009 CEOC discusses RCV in connection with its 2009 annual report to CounciL.

February 2009 CEOC discussed results of Pierce County Auditor's voter survey on RCV in Pierce County, and RCV
proponent Krist Novoselic gave CEOC brief statement in favor of RCV.

March 2009 Pierce County Auditor Jan Shabro and Election Superintendent Lori Augino gave CEOC presentation on
implementation of RCV in 2009 Pierce Co general election, including details of administration, costs and
voter feedback.

April 2009 CEOC requests RCV advocates to organize presentation in support of RCV as possible election method
for KinQ County.

August 2009 Presentation in favor of RCV to CEOC by advocates Joseph Szwaja, President of IRV Washington,
Seattle Pacific University Professor Richard Anderson-Connolly, and Boeing retiree James Burroughs,
Ph.D.

September CEOC discussed substance and timeline for presenting RCV report to CounciL.
2009

October 2009 CEOC puts issue of report and possible recommendation to Council on RCV for King County election on
agenda for November 2009 meeting.

November CEOC discusses its findings on RCV, and votes unanimously to recommend that Ranked Choice Voting
2009 should not be used for King County elections.
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Appendix B

Pierce County Facts

· Total Registered Voters in Pierce County
(as of 3/4/2009)
· 441,331 Total Voters

· 412,993 Active
· 28,338 Inactive

· Total Absentee Voters - 780/0

· 320,117 Absentee Voters
· Approximately 10,000 Military, Overseas and

Out of County Voters
· Total Poll Voters - 220/0

· 92,876
· 58 Polling locations

1



How did Pierce County adopt
Ranked Choice Voting?
· Pierce County's Charter Commission submitted

Charter Amendment No.3 to the voters to adopt
Instant Runoff Voting (IRV)

· Approved by the voters of Pierce County in November 2006
· 52.93%
· Eliminated the Pick-a-Party Primary for these offces

· Required the Pierce County Auditor to implement
instant runoff voting for certain county offices by
July 1 2008
- Executive - Sheriff
- Assessor-Treasurer - Auditor
- County Council Members
- Excludes Judges and Prosecuting Attorney

We changed the nomenclature

· IRV = Rev

· Why?
· To assist the voter education process
· More descriptive of how the process works

4
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What were some of the impacts to
RCV candidates?

. The political parties chose who could use
their party label through internal party rules
for the partisan county offices
. Executive

. County Council

. All candidates filed nominating petitions with
signature of 25 registered voters

. All candidates appeared directly on the
General Election ballot
. No primary was held for these offices

5

How did we implement RCV?

. Hired RCV staff and a consultant to study and develop

a project plan

. An internal legal review was conducted of the newly
passed amendments and the changes to the charter

. Consulted numerous times with our vendor (Sequoia)
. Product availabilty and timeline

. Software parameters

6
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Blue Ribbon Review Panel

· A Blue Ribbon Review Panel was formed
· Five meetings were held
· Provided feedback and input regarding new

charter rules and implementation
· Major topics included:

· Filng for Office

· Results Reporting
· Voting Options
· Voter Education

· Presented i i action items to the County Council

Additional Charter Amendments

· Four additional Charter Amendments were
presented to the voters in November 2007

· These amendments sought to clarify the
implementation of RCV
· Ranking of three candidates
· Minor Party Candidate Filing Requirements
· Implementation Dates

· Allowing for the Multiple Elimination of losing

candidates
· Algorithm stops when a candidate has a majority
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2008 - A Busy Year
Hurdles Jumped and
Major Accomplishments

· Policies, Procedures and
Rules Established

· Nominating Procedures and obtaining permission
to use Party Label

· Filing Procedures
· Procedures for Write-In candidates
· Candidate Advancement
· Multiple Elimination
· Procedures for RCV Recounts
· Running the Algorithm and Results Reporting

2008 - A Busy Year
More Hurdles

· Obtained Budget Funding for purchase of
software

· Go/No Go Decision by vendor to release RCV
Module was made
· It was a GO!

· Conducted Internal Testing of RCV
Tabulation software

5



2008 - A Busy Year
Another High Hurdle

. Received Emergency/Provisional

Certification from the State
. Still awaiting Federal Certification

. Product is currently at iBeta

. During certification it was determined that the Pollng
Place Tabulators (Insights) could not be used:

. Not robust enough to handle RCV ballot image

. Would not support multiple precincts

. Implemented a Central Count procedure for counting of
Pollng Place ballots
. Hired 114 Ballot Transporters and Ballot Processors

. Instituted 24 hour shifts to check in, visually scan and tabulate
pollng place ballots

By Filing Week - June 1, 2008
We were ready!

6



2008 - A Busy Year
The E\ection Begins - BaUot Design

. Pierce county"
Voters received
twO baHot cards

. Traditional card
. RCV Card

. Many hours spent
developing
instructions and
baHot design

Ranked Choice Voting

The Ranked Choice
Voting BaHot card aHowed
voters to rank up to three -

candidates in each race.
. Executive

. Assessor - Treasurer

. Sheriff

. County counci\
-'

:;";;-:~ --~ ..
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Postage Concerns

· The return absentee ballot envelope
with two ballots required more than
one stamp

· We made the decision to pay return
postage

· We did not want an extra stamp to be

a deterrent to returning both ballots

How did we educate our voters?

· Enhanced website
· Speakers Bureau

· Two Mailers
· Postea rd

· Pamphlet
· Billboard

· Ballot insert
· Enhanced Voters' Pamphlet _
· Polling place instructional posters
· PSAs on all major networks

8



How does Ranked Choice Voting work?

RANKEDCH01CeVOTING
Anew part of your votingexpêril9ncê.

Tabulation Demonstration

RANKE. ..DC.. . 
HOICEVOT..ING.. - --,

A new part of your voting experience.
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How much did it cost?

2008 General Election Costs
RCV One Time Costs

- Software, Education, Equipment
RCV Ongoing Costs

- Printing, Paper, Envelopes, Education, Staff
RCV Subtotal

$1,664,542
$857,025

$769,773

$1,626,798

Total Costs $3,291,340

Did voters participate?

Voter Turnout:
Traditional Ballot Cards counted
RCV Ballot Cards counted
Total Ballot Cards Counted
Overall Turnout

Voter Drop-off ¡Voter Fatigue Stats:
Executive's Race
Voters who didn't return an RCV ballot
Voters who didn't select a 1st Choice
Voters who didn't select a 2nd Choice
Voters who didn't select a 3rd Choice

Assessor - Treasurer's Race
Voters who didn't return an ReV ballot
Voters who didn't select a 1st Choice
Voters who didn't select a 2nd Choice
Voters who didn't select a 3rd Choice

333,824
312,771
646,595
81.20%

21,053
13,330
91,510
140,439

21,053
50,431
125,270
150,833
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Did voters like it?

· We surveyed all voters and 90,738
responded

· 29,206 Liked Ranked Choice Voting

· 33.98%

· 56,751 Didn't Like Ranked Choice Voting

· 66.02%

· 4,781 Undecided/Miscellaneous

Note: Three times the number of voters responded to this
survey compared to the 2004 Pick-a-Party primary survey.

Here's a sample of the positive
comments.. .

· "Very clear, Bravo!"
· "It was easy, Thanks."
· "I liked it."
· "Great job."

· "I understood how to vote. Thank you."
· "New ranking method is great."
· "Let's expand it to state races."
· "More Ranked Choice Voting!"

11



Here's a sample of the negative
comments... .

· "Leave the ballots alone, why shove this down our throat,
why?"

· "Keep the voting simple. Stop trying to fix what isn't broken."
· "Don't waste paper."

· "A useless endeavor and a waste of money."
· "Too complicated."

· "We vote for who we want and these extra votes I believe can
only confuse the issue."

· "I'm very confused and I'm 75 years old. Too confusing."
· "I don't like it at alL."
· "Traditional ballot is fantastic! What is the purpose and point of

voting for 3 candidates? Isn't this an Election? NO Ranked
Choice Voting, it seems fishy."

23

2008 - A Busy Year
The Election is certified

Ranked Choice Voting Results Table
Contes County Executive

~.?~2J:Y£';.~"1~,...~....¡ ,

· Ballot Image Reports were posted to our
website with each release of results
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The Administration of the Election was a
Success!

· Success was predicated on preparation
· We utilized best practices from San

Francisco
· The algorithm worked

· We even ran it on Election Night
· Results and ballot image reports were

posted to our website
· Our overall variance was remarkable

· 0.000181

But success was not without significant
challenges?
· Determined and requested an RCV budget

· Hired two additional staff members
· Hired an Election Consultant

· Spent hundreds of hours and resources to determine the
protocols and procedures to implement and carry out Ranked
Choice Voting

· Staff time
· Citizen input

· Provisional Emergency Certification of Voting System by
Secretary of State
· Central Count - Hired additional staff to transport ballots
· Hired and trained over 600 staff

· Purchased software and equipment to conduct RCV

13



And more challenges...

· Confusion with some voters during the Primary and General Elections
· Voters thought they could vote for two people in the Primary (Top Two)

· Limited the Voter Education window

· Mailed two ballot cards to every absentee voter
· Paid return postage to mitigate the need for multiple stamps for

return ballots
· Issued two ballot cards to every poll voter

· Made for longer waits at the polls
· Worked 24 hours per day for one week to tabulate ballots

followed by i 7 hour days up to certification
333,824 Traditional Ballots Cast
312.771 Ranked Choice Votinq Ballots Cast
646,595 Total Ballots Cast

· Election results were released daily, however due to the
second ballot card results were delayed because of the sheer
volume of ballot cards

Ranked Choice Voting in 2009 and
Beyond?

· In January 2009, the Pierce County
Council passed a Charter Amendment
to repeal Ranked Choice Voting
· Will appear on 2009 General Election

ballot

· One RCV race (Auditor) for a one-year
unexpired term will appear on the
same ballot

14



Ranked Choice Voting

Questions and Answers
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY).

Purpose

In the November 2004 General Election, the city of San Francisco used a new voting system for
electing its Board of Supervisors. This system, Instant Run-off Voting or Raned-Choice Voting
(RCV), was used in seven ofthe city's eleven distrcts. The purose of this study is to evaluate
this transition in election systems by gauging the ease or difficulty with which voters expressed
their preferences on the new form of ballot. This assessment considers three main indicators:

. Whether voters knew they would be asked to rank candidates before coming to the polls,

. Whetp.er they indicated they understood RCV after having used it, and

. The degree to which they reported using the full function of the ballot by rankng three
choices.

Methodology

Two main sets of voters were surveyed for this study: those who cast their ballots in person on
Election Day, and those who voted with an absentee ballot submitted through the mail.2
Additional exit poll sureys were collected in several select neighborhoods, over-sampling
Asian-Americans, African-Americans, and Latinos (special neighborhoods sample).

. The sample design for the basic sample at the polling places involved a purosive sample

of three precincts per distrct, chosen by how well they represent their distrcts overalL. A
total of2,847 sureys were collected from this sample. Response rates by precinct varied
from 22%-53%.

. The sample design for the special neighborhood sample involved a purposive sample of

two precincts per distrct, six precincts in all, chosen for their geographic location and
their high concentration of Asian-Americans, Afrcan-Americans, and Latinos.
Altogether, 543 sureys were collected, with response rates by precinct ranging from
23%-47%

. The sample design for the absentee survey involved a simple random sample of some

1,167 absentee voters. These voters were mailed a comparable version of the surey
intended for absentee voters. This mail-out yielded 217 completed surveys for a response
rate of approximately 19%.

. The questionnaire was designed to pursue the primary research question of how easy or

difficult it was for voters to use the RCV system. It consisted of two sides of an 8 Yi x
14" sheet of paper and approximately 26 questions. It was available in English, Spanish
and Chinese.

. A team of 110 student surveyors were deployed to the polling places of the selected
precincts on Election Day. Interviewers worked in pairs and surveyed voters in six hour
shifts from either 7:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m or 2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Because of known
interviewer effects, each pair included one female and one male. Interviewers who spoke
Spanish or Cantonese were chosen for precincts with large concentrations of residents

i Unless noted otherwise, the figures in the Executive Summary refer to polling place voters.
2 We recognize that this excludes a small proportion of voters, such as those who vote early at City Hall.
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speaking those languages, and efforts were made to recruit African-American students to
surey in primarily African American precincts.

Prior Knowledge of Ranked-Choice Voting (RCV)

· Over two-thirds (69%) of polling place voters and over three-fifths (63 %) of absentee
voters knew before voting that they would be asked to rank candidates on the Board of
Supervisors (BOS) ballot

· About half (51 %) of the first-time voters and 41 % of "occasional" voters were not aware
that they would be asked to rank candidates.

· Those with less prior knowledge ofRCV tended to be the least educated, voters whose
first language is something other than Chiese or English, and those whose race or
ethncity is something other than Asian or White.

Overall Understanding of RCV

· The wide majority of voters said they understood RCV fairly well or perfectly well
(polling place = 86%, absentee = 89%).

· Levels of understanding were lowest among voters with little education and low income.

· African Americans (23%), Latinos (20%), and voters of "Other" racial/ethnic groups
(17%) were more likely to report a lack of understanding than were Asian (13%) or
White (12%) voters.

· Differences in understanding between African Americans and voters of other races and
ethicities were more pronounced once education, prior knowledge ofRCV, and voting
habits were considered.

· Prior knowledge significantly lessened the potential for language-based diffculty in
using the RCV ballot.

· Asian-Americans living in Chinatown appear to have had more difficulty understanding
RCVthan did Asians living elsewhere; by contrast, Latinos in the Mission appear to have
had less diffculty than Latinos elsewhere.

· Reported levels of understanding of RCV were related to voters' general dispositions
toward change and difficulty makg a first choice among BOS candidates.

Use of the Ranked-Choice Ballot

· Most polling place (59%) and absentee (60%) voters reported rankng three candidates;
about one-fourth said they voted for only one (23% pollng place, 24% absentee).

· The prevalence of rankng thee candidates was lowest among African Americans,

Latinos, voters with less education, and those whose first language was not English.

· Nearly two-thirds (64%) ofthose who knew ofRCV prior to coming to the polls ranked
three candidates versus 47% ofthose who were unaware of the new development.

· Sixty-three percent of those who understood RCV at least "fairly well" ranked three
candidates, while only 36% of those who did not understand it entirely or at all ranked
three candidates.
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. Voters were most likely to rank three candidates in Distrct 5 (76%) and least likely in
District 2 (46%).

Other Questions

. The most common sources of information about RCV were newspapers, the DOE's
literatue or website, and television.

. Fort-six percent (46%) of polling place respondents felt that they were more likely to
vote for their most preferred candidate under the new system, 3% felt that they were less
like to vote for their most preferred candidate, and the majority (51 %) said there was no
difference. Among absentee voters, 42% said they were more likely to vote for their
most preferred candidate, 3% said less likely, and 56% reported no difference. -

. Among polling place voters, 29% said they felt less like their vote was wasted, 7% said
they felt more like it was wasted, and 64% noted no difference. Among absentee voters,
20% said "less," 7% said "more," and 74% said "no difference."

. Voters were split on whether the BOS campaigns were more or less negative in this
election versus past elections (14% said more negative, 15% said less negative).

. Thiy-two percent (32%) of polling place voters said they gather more information for
this election compared to past elections, 8% said they gathered less, and 53% said there
was no difference. Absentee voters were a bit less likely to report gathering more
information (24%), while 5% said they gathered less, and 68% reported no difference.

Opinion about ReV
. A majority of polling place voters (61 %) preferred the RCV system; 13% preferred the

Runoff system. Opinions were more positive among absentee voters (77% preferred
RCV and 11 % preferred Runoff).

. About one if five voters (19%) who came to the polls opposing RCV now prefer it to the
Runoff system, while 4% of those who supported RCV now prefer the Runoff.

. Among voters who had no clear prior opinions about RCV, 52% now prefer it to the
Runoff system, compared to 12% who now prefer the Runoff system.
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INTRODUCTION

This report assesses the transition in election systems used for the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors (BOS) elections. It examines the seven districts in which an Instant-Runoff system,
called Ranked-Choice Voting (RCV) in San Francisco, was used for the first time in the fall,
2004 election. The primar purpose of the study is to gauge the ease or difficulty with which
voters expressed their preferences on the new form of ballot. We consider three main indicators:
(1) Whether voters knew they would be asked to rank candidates before coming to the polls, (2)
Whether they indicated they understood RCV after having used it, and (3) The degree to which
they reported using the full fuction of the ballot by ranng three choices.

We examine these questions by considering groups who might have had more difficulty than
others. Those include groups based on language, race and ethnicity, age, education, and income.
In addition to the priar question, we take up several additional queries. We explore

differences across the seven BOS districts, and test expectations about the potential for changes
in the electoral environment with the advent ofRCV.

The two pricipal investigators are Francis Neely and Corey Cook, both assistant professors of
political science at San Francisco State University (SFSU). Lisel Blash of the Public Research
Institute at SFSU managed the study through all phases, from its inception to this report.
Elizabeth Troast ofthe Public Research Institute served as research assistant on the project and
assisted with implementing data collection and data management. John Rogers, Jim Wiley and
others at the Public Research Institute at SFSU were integral to the success ofthe study. In
addition, Richard DeLeon, professor of political science at SFSU contributed much, including
invaluable advice on design and implementation, and the precinct sample demographic indices.
Finally, the study could not have been conducted without the conscientious efforts of student
volunteers who collected the exit poll data, and assisted with the mail-in absentee survey and
data entry.

This study was fuded by the City and County of San Francisco and the College of Behavioral
and Social Sciences at San Francisco State University.
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METHODS

Study Design

We sureyed voters to pursue the questions outlined above. Our goal was to draw inferences to
two main populations of voters: those who come to the pollng place on Election Day to fill out
and cast their ballot, and those who vote with an absentee ballot submitted through the maiL. 3 In
addition, we collected extra exit poll sureys in several select neighborhoods, overs amp ling
Asian-Americans, African-Americans, and Latinos. Our two main sanples, then, are what we
call the basic sample of the exit poll, and the mail -in surey of absentee voters. We call the third
set of data the special neighborhoods sample and treat it separately, drawing inferences only to
those groups in those neighborhoods.

Sample Design

Exit Poll Samples: To produce the most useful data with limited resources, a purposive sample
design was used. The basic sample includes three precincts per district, twenty-one precincts in
all, chosen for how well they represent their district. The special neighborhood sample includes
two precincts per distrct, six precincts in all, chosen for their geographic location and their high
concentration of Asian-Americans, African-Americans, and Latinos.

Basic Exit Poll Sample: Two steps were taken to produce the basic sample. First, we used
census data to identify precincts that resemble the overall demographic natue of a BOS distrct.
Ten demographic indicators were used to build an index that captues the natue of the precinct
in terms of race and ethncity, income, home ownership, age, and education. These indicators
were standardized and combined to create an aggregate measure of how demographically tyical
a precinct is in relation to the BOS distrct. Precincts were sampled that best reflected the overall
natue of the distrct.

The second step of purosive sampling was to consider the ideology of the precincts. This was
done to avoid sampling precincts that are ideologically extreme, compared to the rest of the
distrct. We especially wanted to avoid collecting data in a precinct that was unusually
approving or disapproving of the Rev reform. To avoid this, we plotted the demographic
indicator against an ideological measure ofprogressivism--Richard DeLeon's Progressive
Voting Index. If the most demographically representative precinct was also one of the most
ideologically extreme, it was excluded. Otherwise, the precincts were chosen on their
demographic tyicality.4 The following precincts are in the basic sample, raned by how well
they reflect their district's demographics.

3 We recognize that this excludes a small proportion of voters, such as those who vote early at City Hall.
4 We coordinated our efforts with others in the area in order to avoid poIlng at a precinct where another study was

poIlng. We excluded several precincts from the sample in order to accommodate a study organized by the Chinese-
Americans for Voter Education Committee (CA VEC). We do not believe this compromised the quality of our
sample.
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Table 1. Precincts in the Basic Sample (Entries are precinct numbers)

District District District District District District District
1 2 3 5 7 9 11

2111 3217 3324 3513 2725 3921 1101
2103 2212 3322 3548 2724 3931 1105
2144 3218 3341 3526 2742 3919 1118

Special Neighborhood Sample: In contrast to the method just described, we chose several
precincts based on how atypical they were. This was done to assure an adequate measure of
voters' experiences among Asian-Americans, Afrcan-Americans, and Latinos. Precinct-level
2000 census data were used to identify precincts with high concentrations of those groups. The
precincts we chose are listed in the table below.

Table 2. Precincts in the Special Neighborhood Samples

Chinatown (District 3) Western Addition (District 5) Mission (District 9)

Precinct 3336 Precinèt 3522 Precinct 3918
92% Asian/Pacific Islander 66% African American/Black 77% Latino/Hispanic

Precinct 3327 Precinct 3515 Precinct 3913
91 % Asian/Pacifc Islander 63% African American/Black 69% Latino/Hispanic

Absentee Voters Sample: The sample of absentee voters was generated from the DOE
registration fies, obtained through their offce. We randomly drew 1200 records from a file we
created that contained the names and addresses of registered voters in the seven affected BOS
distrcts. Those voters were all registered with the DOE under a permanent absentee voter status.
We mailed out 1167 surveys that included pre-addressed and postage-paid return envelopes.
Approximately ten days later a follow-up postcard reminder was sent. Due to limited funds, this
portion ofthe study was not as comprehensive as the exit poll portion. Accordingly, our goal
here was limited: to allow inferences to be drawn to the entire population of absentee voters in
the combined seven districts. We did not anticipate the ability to derive estimates within those
districts.

The Instrument

The questionnaire was designed to pursue the primary research question of how easy or difficult
it was for voters to vote under the RCV system (See Appendix for English version). In addition,
we included measures that would allow us to examine voters' experience among various groups,
especially those based on education, income, language, and race or ethncity. We also wished to
control for factors that might influence one's tendency to report a positive or negative experience
with RCV. Those include one's general disposition toward change, one's difficulty with
choosing a preferred candidate in this election (aside from the issue of rang candidates), and
one's opinion about the adoption and implementation RCV in general. Finally, we explored a
secondary research question about how RCV mayor may not affect the natue of election
campaigns and the voting process.

After drafting the questionnaire, we asked for a review from two persons who represented
support and opposition for the RCV reform. We asked them to scrutinize our instrment for
"any important items we (were) overlooking or possibly misstating." Neither party noted any
problems in the questionnaire.
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Questionnaires used in this mode of data collection are tyically brief by design. The survey fit
on one piece of legal-sized paper, printed on both sides. It was translated into Spanish and
Chinese. The absentee version was also available in three languages. We mailed the English
version, and included a line in the introduction in Spanish and Chinese that explained how
respondents could request a form in their language.

The questionnaire sent to absentee voters vared only minimally from the version used for
polling place voters. Most questions were identical, but some required rewording. For instance,
the twelfth question in the exit poll read, "Before coming to vote today, what was your opinion
of Ranked-Choice Voting (Instant Runoff Voting)?" In the absentee version, the wording was,
"Before casting your absentee ballot, what was your opinion of Ranked-Choice Voting (Instant
Runoff Voting)?" Also, Questions i 7 and 17 a that asked polling place voters what happened
when their ballot was scanned into the machine were deleted in the absentee version.

Those who took the survey answered nearly all of the questions. An analysis of the item non-
response rates for polling place voters assures us that our efforts to keep the form brief paid off.
Only a small proportion of respondents stopped midway through taking the surey (i.e., did not
fill out the last page). For nine ofthe twenty-seven questions, 97% to 99% of the respondents
gave answers. For five of the questions that everyone was asked to answer, the response rate
varied from 92% to 88%. The average item response rate for questions asked of all respondents
was 95%.5

Surveying Voters

Exit Poll of Pollng Place Voters: We recruited 110 volunteer interviewers from political
science courses at San Francisco State University. They were trained in two ways. First, each
successfully completed the National Institute of Health's on-line accreditation program for
research involving human subjects. Second, each attended a two-hour training session conducted
by Professor Neely and Lisel Blash. The students received credit toward varous courses for
their efforts. This project also provided an extended learnng exercise in surey methodology.

Interviewers worked in pairs and sureyed voters in six hour shifts.6 Polling places in San
Francisco open at 7:00 a.m. and close at 8:00 p.m. Our interviewers worked either a 7:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. shift, or a 2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. shift. Because of known interviewer effects, each
pair included one female and one male. In addition, in the special neighborhood precincts, we
attempted to use interviewers of like ethnic and racial origin. Generally, our interviewers in the
Chinatown precincts included at least one Chinese speakg Asian; in the Western Addition, at
least one Black; and in the Mission, at least one Spanish speaking Latino.

The exit pollers wore badges that displayed their names and the institution they represented (San
Francisco State University). They stood with clipboards and asked voters as they exited the
pollng place if they would like to take a short surey about Ranked-Choice Voting. Voters :vho
completed the surey did so unassisted, and then folded and placed their forms in a box in order
to preserve anonymty. The questionnaires were available to voters in English, Chinese, and
Spansh.

5 Respondents were asked to skip questions that did not apply to them. Item non-response rates are expectedly

higher for those questions, yet stil were rather high at 89% to 96%.
6 Four of the interviewer teams included a third person.
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The interviewers did not sample from the voters leaving the precincts. Instead they asked each
person leaving to participate. This worked fairly well since interviewers worked in pairs, and
since the rate at which people leave the polling place is more regular than the rate at which they
arrive.

Response Rates

Exit Poll: The proportion of voters who completed surey forms was relatively high for this type
of survey. Among precincts in the basic sample that were staffed for the full day, that proportion
ranges from 22% to 53%.7 Response rates in the special neighborhood precincts were similar,
ranging from 23% to 47% for those that worked all day. To better understand the potential for
bias due to voters self-selecting into the surey, the interviewer kept talles throughout the day.
From those we estimate that 2% of voters who were approached refused to paricipate because of
a language barrer.

Absentee Survey: From the 1167 requests, we collected 217 completed absentee surveys. This
leads to a response rate of 19%, although in practical terms it probably slightly higher since we
have made no adjustments. For instance, some proportion ofthe numerator undoubtedly
includes outdated records such as people who have moved out of the area or are not eligible to
vote for other reasons. The 19% is a low figue, however, it is tyical with mail-in surveys that
do not include thorough follow-up efforts. Again, that was a function of the resources available.

The Data

In the basic sample, the total number of completed sureys collected across the seven districts
was 2847. In the neighborhood sample we collected a total of 546 completed surveys. The total
number of completed absentee sureys is 217. The following tables display the number of
completes per district.

Table 3. Basic Sample Exit Poll and Absentee Surveys Collected

80S District Number of Exit Number of
Poll Surveys Absentee Surveys

01 405 36
02 331 42
03 392 17
05 529 38
07 440 38
09 445 21

011 305 25
Total 2847 217

7 Of the 2 i precincts in the basic sample, i 6 were staffed for the full day and 5 were staffed for half as long. The

response rate reported here is (the number of completed interviews in the precinct) / (total turnout in the precinct
minus the number of absentee voters in the precinct). Turnout and absentee figures were obtained from the DOE
web pages.
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Table 4. Neighborhood Sample Exit Poll Surveys Collected

Neighborhood (District) Number of
surve s

124
229
193
546

Weighting the Data: The data in the basic exit poll sample are unweighted in the tables above,
and weighted in all of the results reported below. The weight variable for the basic exit poll
sample is:

Weight = (N/M) / (n/mj)

Where
N = total nwnber of completed interviews in all sampled precincts
M = total number of voters voting on Election Day in all sampled precincts
nj = number of completed interviews in precinct j
mj = number of voters voting on Election Day in precinct j

The first expression in the weight formula, (N/M), is simply the overall response rate for the
seven districts combined. The second expression, (n/mj), is the response rate within each
precinct. Weighting the data adjusts for discrepancies in the response rates across distrcts and
precincts. For example, if voters tended to respond at higher rates in one precinct than another,
then in unweighted data those voters' answers would can an undue influence on estimates at
the distrct leveL. If their answers differed from voters in other precincts, then the results would
be biased simply by the differing response rates. The fuction of ths weight is to adjust the data
to correct that potential for bias. It improves the quality of the data, although in this study the
effect is minial-the results from weighted and unweighted data are very similar. Comparng
weighted to unweighted results, we found that the proportions reported in the tables below
tyically vary by less than 1 % and occasionally by as much as 2%.

Data in the absentee mail-in surey sample are not weighted. There were drawn on a random
basis from the combined pool of the seven districts of interest. Inferences are drawn back to that
population since the nwnber of observations collected does not allow within-distrct estimates.
In addition, observations from the special neighborhood sample are treated as separate data and
are not weighted. Those inferences are drawn only to the population of interest in that
neighborhood.

Guidelines for Interpreting the Results: In the following pages we have attempted to give an
accurate report in an objective maner. We provide the results of tests of statistical significance
(Chi-square values and their associated p-values) for the tables and graphs. Readers are
encouraged to take caution when interpreting those since they are, in part, a fuction of the
nwnber of observations involved. Substantive differences are sometimes notable and important
even when traditional levels of statistical significance (e.g., p -c .05) are not attained.
Conversely, in large samples some substantively negligible differences can reach statistical
significance. Recall, also, that the exit poll data are not randomly generated. At base, we draw
inferences from these data according to the arguent (and census data to support it) that they are
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tyical and represent the nature ofthe district. 
This contrasts to a randomly drawn sample from

which we would draw inferences based on assumptions about probabilities.
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FINDINGS

The reported findings are organzed around three main measures of interest:

I. Did voters know about the Raned-Choice Voting system before coming to vote?

2. Did they understand it, after having voted?

3. Did voters use the RCV ballot to its fullest potential by rankg three candidates on the
Board of Supervisors portion of the ballot?

A fourh section provides comparisons across BOS distrcts, and examines the impacts of the
reform to a Raned-Choice Voting system.

Wherever possible, we report the findings for both polling place voters and absentee voters.
However, when looking at two or more variables we usually have too few cases in the absentee
sample to produce good estimates. For that reason, most of the results we report are from the
exit polL.

Finally, in the appendices we report the frequencies ofresponses to all ofthe questions asked of
polling place voters as well as bivariate reports on several key variables.

1. Awareness of Rev Prior to Election Day

Respondents were asked whether they knew that they would be asked to ran their choices for
the Board of Supervisors (BOS) prior to voting. Among polling place voters, more than two-
thirds (69%) knew that they would be asked to rank their choices for the Board of Supervisors,
while almost one-third (31 %) were unaware. Absentee voters were slightly less aware, with 63 %
saying they knew they would be asked to rank BOS candidates, and about 37% saying they did
not know.

Bya small margin, men were more likely than women to have been aware ofRCV (71 % vs. 68%
among polling place voters and 65% vs. 62% among absentees). Gays/lesbians/bisexuals who
voted at polling places were more likely than heterosexuals to have been aware ofRCV (81 % vs.
68%). We found little difference in this regard among absentee voters of various sexual

orientations; however, there were too few cases to produce reliable estimates.

Prior knowledge ofRCV was related to one's voting habits. Those who reported that they
"always" vote in elections were more aware ofRCV. Among polling place voters, first time
voters were least likely to have been aware ofRCV (49% knew about it). Respondents who said
they "occasionally" or "usually" vote were more aware (59% for both groups), and about three-
fourths (74%) of those who said they "always" vote knew they would be asked to rank BOS
candidates. Due to the small number of observations, absentee voters' responses were collapsed
into two categories: those who said they always voted and all others. Over two-thirds (68%) of
those who said they always vote also indicated prior knowledge of RCV, while only 39% of all
others said they knew they would be asked to rank BOS candidates.

Older voters, more educated voters, higher income voters, those who spoke English as a first
language and Whtes were all more likely to have known about RCV prior to coming to the polls.
Younger voters (especially those under 25), those with Spanish as a first language, Afrcan
Americans, Latinos, those with a high school degree or less education, and low income voters
were less likely to have been aware that they would be asked to rank candidates on the ballot.
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Race and Ethnicity

At the polling places, Afrcan Americans and Latinos were less likely to have known about
Ranked-Choice Voting prior to Election Day. Non-Hispanic whites and Asians were more likely
than voters of other races and ethicities to have known about RCV. This pattern persists among
those who "usually" or "always" vote, but is less distinct among occasional or first time voters.
The absentee sample includes enough observations to report data only for Asian-Americans and
non-Hispanic whites. Both groups showed comparable prior knowledge about RCV (62% of
Asians, 64% of whites). On average, they had less prior knowledge than did Asians and Whites
who voted at polling places.

Figure 4. Percent of Voters Who Knew about RCV by Race/Ethnicity
(0=2802; Chi-square = 39.8; pO: .001)
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Income

Upper income polling place voters were more likely to have known about RCV prior to coming
to the polls than were lower income voters. Fifty-six percent of those who reported an anual
household income of $10,000 or less knew they 

would be asked to rank BaS candidates.

Among those with incomes over $20,000 the proportion who knew about RCV ranged from 68%
to 72%. The responses from absentee voters were collapsed into three groups due to fewer cases
involved: less than $50,000, $50,000 - $100,000, and over $100,000 yearly income. The
proportion who knew about RCV was 69%, 58%, and 62% respectively. In matching categories
among pollng place voters, the figues are 65%, 71 %, and 73%. In other words, the least
wealthy in the pollng place sample were the least informed, while the least wealthy voters in the
absentee sample were the most informed. Part of the discrepancy could be due to the larger error
associated with the smaller absentee sample.
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Figure 5. Percent of Voters Who Knew about RCV by Income Level
(n=2747; Chi-square = 26.70; pO: .001)
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Summary

Most voters in San Francisco knew that they would be asked to ran BOS candidates. That was
tre of those who cast ballots in polling places (69%) or sent in absentee ballots (63%).
However, the proportion who were unaware-about one-third-is not triviaL. The factor most
related to prior knowledge ofRCV was one's voting habits, with about only half of the first-time
polling place voters aware that they would be asked to rank candidates. Other groups who
tended to have less prior knowledge of RCV included the least educated, voters whose first
language is something other than Chinese or English, and those whose race or ethnicity is
something other than Asian or White. Absentee voters resembled pollng place voters in several
regards, but differed on the question of income. On average, the least wealthy pollng place
voters were the least aware, while the least wealthy absentee voters were the most aware.

Prior knowledge of the nature ofthe ballot is only one factor in assessing the ease of transition to

RCV. We now tu to a more direct measure-how well voters understood RCV.

2. Overall Understanding of Ranked-Choice Voting

Voters were asked to describe their overall experience with Raned-Choice Voting on the BOS
ballot by reporting how well they understood it. We purosefully asked for an "overall" report
of their "experience with Ranked-Choice Voting" in order to focus voters on our question. By
using the word "overall" we hoped to avoid reports on specific difficulty people had with, say,
the form ofthe ballot (like the size of the print or layout of the page). By asking about their
"experience" we hoped to avoid reports of how well they grasped other aspects ofRCV, like the
way the votes would be talled that evening, or the method for transferrg a vote from a first
preference to a second preference. We sought a measure that would most cleanly gauge the
degree to which voters were able to navigate the new system and express their preferences on the
ballot.

Reports were positive. Among polling place voters, a little over half (52%) said they understood
it "perfectly welL." An additional 35% said they understood it "fairly welL." About one-tenth
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(11 %) said they "ctid not understand it entirely," and another 3% said they "did not understand it
at alL" As Figue 6 shows, the proportion of absentee voters who understood RCV is similar.

Table 5. Pollng Place Voters' Understanding orRCV

Count Percent
Understood perfectly well 1334 51.6%
Understood fairly well 900 34.8%
Did not understand entirely 280 10.8%
Did not understand at all 69 2.7%

Table 6. Absentee Voters' Understanding orRCV

Count Percent
Understood perfectly well 113 54.3%
Understood fairly well 73 35.1%
Did not understand entirely 17 8.2%
Did not understand at all 5 2.4%

This variable of understanding provides a way of assessing what tye of citizens may be more at

risk in the transition from a Run-off to the RCV system. In order to consider various factors, and
to present the results more clearly as we do, the categories of responses were combined into two
classes: first, those who indicated they understood the RCV system either "perfectly well" or
"fairly well," and second, those who indicated they either "did not understand it entirely" or "did
not understand it at all." We treat these two new categories as indicating either understanding or
a lack of understanding.

We explored the degree to which one's prior knowledge, level of education, income, primary
language, age, and ethncity may relate to one's understanding of RCV. Given the smaller
number of respondents in the absentee sample it is not possible to produce reliable estimates for
those voters. This section, therefore, reports only on polling place voters.

Prior Knowledge

Voters who knew that they were going to be asked to ran candidates were more likely to report
understanding the RCV ballot than those who did not have prior knowledge. The difference is
fairly large, with only 8% of those who had prior knowledge indicating a lack of understanding,
compared to 27% of those who came to the polls unaware that they would be rankng BOS
candidates.

An Assessment of Ranked-Choice Voting in the 2004 San Francisco Election
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Education
The proportion of respondents who reported not understanding the RCV system also varied by
how educated they were. Over one-fourh (27%) ofthe respondents with less than a high school
education, and 18% of those with no more than a high school education indicated a lack of
understanding. This is in contrast to the balance of the respondents, where about one in eight
(12% -13%) indicated they did not understand RCV.

Figure 6. Percent of Voters that Did Not Understand RCV by Level of Education
(n = 2557; Chi-square = 12.37; P -: .02)
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A higher proportion of respondents with the lowest income reported not understanding the RCV
ballot compared to other income groups. Twenty-one percent of the respondents with family
incomes below $10,000 indicated they did not understand RCV, compared to the other income
groups where between 12% and 15% gave those responses.
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Figure 7. Percent of Voters that Did Not Understand RCV by Income Level

(n = 2507; Chi-square = 9.70; p -: .09)
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Language

We asked respondents to tell us the first language they learned in order to identify voters who
might have had more difficulty navigating the ballot. Differences were observed. Among
English speakers, 12% expressed a lack of understanding, a lower proportion than among
Chinese speakers (15%), Spansh speakers (23%) and those who reported some other priary

language (21 %).

Figure 8. Percent of Voters that Did Not Understand RCV by First Language

(n = 2537; Chi-square = 19.87; P -: .001)
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Age

ou expecttions about age were uuciea. It could be tbt elderly vote would be at risk but It
could also be tbt the YOUUgest grOUP tbt contns ueW voteS would encouter problem. N it

happens, ther wer differences, but no clear pattern, at least in the simple bivarate anysiS
(however, see the secou on age an pror knowledge below). The proportion of respondents
indicatig they did uot uuderd RCV ranged from 12% to 16% acroSS age grups.

,5

Figure 9. va",nt nl v.ters th.t Di 1'.t undert.nd ReV by Age(n ,. 2577; Chi-Square'" 6.65; P .- ,47)
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rntioned above, lie iange and levels of education, differ acrss such grups, Respoudeuts

self-identified in responses to the 'luestion, "What is your race or etlcityT The proprton of
voters indicarng they did not uudestd the RCV systeI waS highest among Africa American
(23%) and Latios (20%). It was iowest amng White (12%) and Asian Americans (\3%), with
\1% of voteS of (l ethicities reportg a lack of uuderstandi.
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Figure 10. Percent of Voters that Did Not Understand RCV by Race/Ethnicity
(n = 2555; Chi~square = 24.76; p': .001)
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Another thing that might explain a voter's reported understanding ofRCV is their attitude about
the reform and its implementation. Some voters who were opposed to the change may have
genuinely not understood the ballot. Others may have reported a lack of understanding based on
a bias against the general idea ofRCV and reluctance to using it. Conversely, supporters ofthe
reform may have been more likely to say they understood the ballot based on a bias for the new
system. We asked voters the following question: "Before coming to vote today, what was your
opinion of Raned-Choice Voting (Instat Runoff Voting)?" The figure below displays a
relationship between one's prior opinion ofRCV and one's reported understanding of the ballot.
It is worth noting that among voters who said they neither support nor opposed it, 18% indicated
a lack of understandig, and the other 82% said they understood it fairly well or perfectly welL.
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Figure 11. Relationship between Opinion ofRCV and Reported Understanding
(n = 2526; Chi-square = 118.28; P -: .001)
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It is useful to look beyond bivariate reports in order to better understand what might explain a
lack of understanding. In the following section we consider thee factors together, focusing on
differences in understanding among racial/ethnic groups, language groups, and age groups.

'RaceÆthnicity, Controllng for Other Influences

Once we control for levels of education the difference between voters' understanding across
racial and ethnc groups changes. Among voters who have not graduated from college, about
one-fourth (24%) of Latinos report not understanding ReV, as do 20% of African Americans,
17% of "Other" ethcities, 15% of Asians, and 8% of whites. Among less educated voters,
therefore, we see substantial differences in levels of understanding across the five groups. By
contrast, among voters with a college degree, the key difference is between African Americans
(26%) and all other groups (ranging from 12% to 15%).
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Figure 12. Relationship between Race/Ethnicity, Educational Attainment & Level of Understanding ReV
- (n = 2531)
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Within racial group compansons across education levels: Chi-square Latino = 5.35, P " .03; Chi-square Asian = .91, P "
.35; Chi-square Black = .57, p" .46; Chi-square White = 5.75, P " .02; Chi-square Other = .039, P " .85
Within education group comparison across race/ethnicities: Chi-square Not College Grad = 26.27, p" .001; Chi-square
College Grad = 8.95, P " .07

What about prior knowledge of the Ranked-Choice Voting system before coming to vote?
Comparing the left panel to the right panel in the figure below, we see the general trend noted
above: voters who knew they would be asked to rank BOS candidates tended to say they
understood it much more frequently than those who did not have prior knowledge. The
exception is Afrcan American voters. About the same proportion of Blacks who knew about
RCV as those who did not indicated a lack of understanding (23% vs. 24% respectively). By
contrast, there is a large difference in understanding among Latinos, depending on whether they
knew about RCV beforehand. Among those who did know, a mere 8% said they did not
understand it, compared to 34% of the Latinos with no prior knowledge who indicated a lack of
understanding.
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Figure 13. Relationship between RacelEthnicity, Prior Knowledge about RCV, and Level of Understanding
(n = 2548 Chi-square = 12.37; P -: .02)
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Within racial group comparisons across prior knowledge conditions: Chi-square Latino = 72.23, P 0: .001; Chi-square
Asian = 16.20, P 0: .001; Chi-square Black = .03, p 0: .88; Chi-square White = 115.95, P 0: .001; Chi-square Other = 11.79,
po: .001

Within prior knowledge condition comparisons across racelethnicities: Chi-square Knew about RCV = 26.88, p 0: .001;
Chi-square Did Not Know about RCV = 3.90, P 0: .43

Now let us turn to the question of voting habits. In order to produce more reliable estimates,
responses to a question about how often people vote were collapsed into two groups: those who
said they "always" vote, and all others (those either voting for the first time, those who
"occasionally" vote, or "usually" vote). Those who said always vote tended to understand RCV
better than others (12% indicated a lack of understanding versus 17%). We see a consistent
pattem withi race and ethc groups. The difference is greatest, however, among Afrcan
Americans: among Blacks who always vote, the proportion who indicated they did not
understand RCV (16%) is much lower than among those who vote less frequently (44%). These
results should be treated with some caution due to the small number of observations in some
categories.
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Figure 14. Relationship between RacelEthnicity, Voting Incidence, and Level of Understanding ReV_
(n = 2550)
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Within racial group comparisons across voting habits: Chi-square Latino = .22, P 0: .65; Chi-square Asian = 1.72, P 0: .20;
Chi-square Black = 10.56, po: .001; Chi-square White = 3.00; P 0: .09; Chi-square Other = 2.29, po: .14
Within voting habit group comparisons across race/ethnicities: Chi-square Less than Always = 20.82, po: .001; Chi-
square Always = 11.10, P 0: .03

Language and Prior Knowledge of Rev

The differences in understanding among different language groups noted above also change once
we control for one's prior knowledge ofRCV. Among those who knew they would be rankng
candidates, levels of understanding were fairly similar across language groups. Voters who
learned English as their first language indicated slightly better understanding of RCV than others
(7% of English speakers did not understand it, compared to 11 % for others). Among voters who
did not know they would be asked to rank candidates, the lack of understanding was
considerably more prevalent, and vared more across groups. Over one-third (37%) of such
Spanish speaking voters and 39% of those using some other language indicated they did not
understand RCV. Those levels are considerably higher than was found among voters for whom
English (26%) or Chinese (26%) is their first language. Overall, prior knowledge appears to
have lessened the potential for language-based difficulty in using that par of the ballot. Two
words of caution are in order. First, since our surey was translated from English into Chinese
and Spanish but not into other languages, our estimate in the "other" category may be off.
Second, due to the low number of observations in some categories, these results should be taken
guardedly.
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Figure 15. Relationship between First Language, Prior Knowledge about RCV,
and Level of Understanding RCV

(n = 2529)
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Within language group comparisons across prior knowledge conditons: Chi-square English:' 129.17, p '" .001; Chi-
square Chinese = 3.04, p'" .09; Chi-square Spanish = 13.25, P '" .001; Chi-square Other = 18.02, P '" .001
Within prior knowledge condition comparisons across language groups: Chi-square Knew about RCV = 3.68, P '" .30;
Chi-square Did Not Know about RCV = 7.99, P '" .05

Age and Prior Knowledge of Rev

The bivariate analysis of understanding across age groups reported above showed no systematic
differences. However, if we control for voting habits, then we observe some meaningful
variation. Among citizens who report always voting, the proportion who said they did not
understand Rev is simlar across age groups (ranging from 11 % to 13%). Among citizens who
do not always vote, the differences reflect less understanding amóng younger voters. Seven
percent of those over 60 indicated a lack of understandig, compared to 16% among the 30-59

year-olds, and i 9% among voters 18-29 years of age. Again, these are results that should be
taken with caution since the number of respondents in some categories is rather low.
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Figure 16. Relationship between Age, Voting Incidence, and Level of Understanding ReV
(n = 2571)
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Within age group compansons across voting habits: Chi-square 18-29 Vrs = 8.17, P 0: .01; Chi-square 30-59 Yrs = 4.44, P
0: .04; Chi-square 60 Yrs plus = 1.22, P 0: .28
Within voting habit group comparisons across age groups: Chi-square Less than Always = 4.54, P 0: .11; Chi-square
Always = .26, p 0: .89

General Disposition toward Change and Clarity in This Election

To understand one's overall reported experience of voting under the RCV system, it helps to
control for more general attitudes. A reluctance to accept change in the most general sense will
probably make a voter more likely to give negative reports when asked about ths specific
change. We asked respondents whether they thought it was better to "tr new things" or to "stay
with the traditional ways of doing thigs." Among those who indicated a preference for change,
13% said they did not understood RCV entirely or at all, compared to 18% among voters who
indicated a preference for tradition. It is possible, then, that some ofthe reported lack of
understanding is inevitable due to some voters' preference for keeping things the way they are.

Another factor we wanted to control for was one's diffculty with the voting decision for the
BOS in general. We asked voters how easy or difficult it was for them to decide who their first
choice was. Diffculty in finding one's first-choice candidate should not make a difference one
way or the other in how easy a voter found the RCV process. But because we suspected some
voters may conflate those two things, we asked. We found that our suspicions were well based.
One in ten (10%) of respondents who said it was easy or very easy to decide on their first choice
also indicated they did not understand RCV. By contrast, 21 % of those who said it was diffcult
or very diffcult to find a first choice reported not understanding RCV. Therefore, it is possible
that a portion of the reported lack of understanding of RCV was a fuction of difficulty voters
had deciding on a first choice in the BOS races.

We report these two variables together in the following figue. The lack of understanding was
highest (36%) among voters who had difficulty identifying a favorite BOS candidate and who
prefer tradition over change. It was lowest (10%) among those who found it easy to identify a
favorite BOS candidate and who prefer change over tradition.
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Figure 17. Understanding of RCV, Controllng for General Dispositions toward Change
and Diffculty Deciding on First Choice

(n = 2368)
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Within Traditional/New Things categories, comparing across ease/diffculty of finding first choice: Chi-square New Things
= 26.11, P .: .001; Chi-square Traditional Ways = 9.72, P .: .01
Within ease/diffculty of finding first choice groups, comparing across Traditonal/New Things categories: Chi-square Easy
or Very Easy = 2.29, P .: .13; Chi-square Neither = .81, P .: .37; Chi-square Diffcult or Very Diffcult = 6.04, P .: .02

Special Neighborhood Samples

In order to examie the differences across important ethnic groups in San Francisco, we gathered
additional surveys in three neighborhoods that contain large proportions of Chinese, Latino and
Afrcan American voters (Chinatown, Mission/xcelsior, and Western Addition). According to
2000 census data, the two Chinatown precincts we surveyed contained 91 % and 92%
AsianJacific Islanders. Among the sureys we collected there, 68% of the respondents self
identified that way. In the two Mission precincts, the census showed 69% and 77%
Hispanic/Latino residents, while 27% of the respondents we sureyed there said they were
Hispanic/Latino. And in the Western Addition precincts, the census data showed 63% and 66%
African-American/lack. Among those who completed surveys in those precincts, 70%
identified themselves that way.

Clearly, our efforts to collect data among members of these specific groups were more successful
in Chinatown and Western Addition than in the Mission. However, the 27% of Latinos in the
Mission sample is much higher than the LO% in the basic sample, and wil stil provide some

useful information. We wil report on each neighborhood sample in turn. It is important to note
that these data generalize only to the specific group and only in that neighborhood.

Western Addition: First, let us retu to the question of how may people knew about RCV
before voting. Among Blacks sureyed in the Western Addition precincts, 54% said they knew
they would be asked to ran BOS candidates, compared to 58% among Afrcan-Americans in the
basic sample. As to how well they understood the RCV ballot, 20% of African-Americans
indicated a lack of understanding in the Western Addition, versus 23% in the basic sample.
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While the number ot-cases becomes too small for good estimates, we find little difference in the
proportion of Blacks in the Western Addition and the proportion of Blacks in the basic sample on
the question of how well one understood RCV based on the level of education, voting habits, or
prior knowledge of RCV.

Chinatown: The proportion of Asians sureyed in the Chinatown precincts who said they knew
they would be asked to rank BOS candidates was 64%. This compares to 68% of Asian-
Americans in the basic sample. Twenty-one percent of the Asians we surveyed in Chinatown
indicated a lack of understanding of RCV, compared to 13% of Asians in the basic sample. This
is a meaningful difference that may be due to difficulties based on one's language skills. In the
basic sample, 48% of Asian-Americans said that English was the first language they learned. In
the Chinatown sample, only 20% of Asians said their first language was English. In addition,
even controlling for language, it appears the Asians in Chiatown may have had more trouble
understanding RCV than those living elsewhere. The proportion of Chinese speakers in the basic
sample who indicated a lack of understanding is 16%, compared to 24% of Chinese speakers in
Chinatown who said they did not understand RCV. That comparison should be taken cautiously
due a small number of observations. However, it appears that, while the majority of Asians in
Chinatown and elsewhere did understand the RCV ballot, those in Chinatown understood it less
than did Asian-Americans from other parts ofthe city.

The Mission: Among the Latinos we surveyed in the Mission's precincts, 65% said they knew
they would be asked to rank BOS candidates on the RCV ballot. This compares to 57% in the
basic sample. In the basic sample, 20% of Latinos indicated a lack of understanding of RCV,

compared to 13% of those we surveyed in the Mission. This suggests that Latinos in the Mission
were more aware of, and had less diffculty with, RCVthan Latinos elsewhere. However, these
results should be taken cautiously due to the small number of cases.

Summary

In this section we examined how well voters understood the new RCV system. The vast
majority of voters said they understood it fairly well or perfectly well (polling place == 86%,

absentee == 89%). We attempt to identify factors that might explain one's inability to understand
the ballot, focusing on groups who may be at risk in the transition to this new system. It should
be clear that, although we emphasize the lack of understanding, the overall pattern displays a
broad understanding.

Levels of understanding of the RCV ballot were lower among less educated voters, less wealthy
voters, and voters whose first language is not English. Voters who knew about RCV before
coming to the polls expressed higher levels of understanding. Also, understanding varied across
racial/ethnic groups, listed from less to more understanding as follows: Afrcan-Americans,
Latinos, "Others," Asian-Americans, and Whites. In addition, levels of understanding varied in
expected ways according to one's attitudes. We found higher levels of understanding among
voters who supported the RCV reform, made a first choice among BOS candidates easily, and
were positively disposed toward change in general.

African-Americans appeared a bit different from other racial/ethnic groups. The more educated
Blacks reported less, not more, understanding of RCV. Prior knowledge RCV did not
appreciably change the level of understanding among Blacks, in sharp contrast to other races and
ethnicities. And African-Americans who vote less frequently reported a much lower level of
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understanding that other groups. Again, we offer these results cautiously since we have a small
number of observations in some of the comparsons.

On average, Asians who live in Chinatown understood RCV less than did Asians living
elsewhere. This does not appear to be a simple language barer. Looking only at voters whose
first language is Chinese, those in Chinatown report lower levels of understanding that those
living in other pars of the city. By contrast, Latinos living in the Mission reported higher levels
of prior knowledge and understanding of RCV than Latinos living in other areas. Due to the
small number of observations, these results are tentative.

Prior knowledge ofRCV appears to minimize the impact oflanguage on one's understanding.
Those who knew they would be asked to rank candidates reported significantly higher levels of
understanding that did not var greatly across language groups. By contrast, among those who
did not have prior knowledge ofRCV the lack of understanding was much more prevalent, with
English and Chinese speakers faring better than Spanish speakers and others.

Understanding varied by age group, conditional on one's voting habits. Among respondents who
said they always vote, we see little difference in understanding ofRCV. However, among all
other voters, younger respondents indicated much less understanding that older ones.

We now turn to the third variable of interest: the use of the RCV ballot and the question of how
many candidates voters raned.

3. Use ofthe Rad-Choice Balot

Respondents were asked how many candidates for the Board of Supervisors they actually ranked.
The ballot provided three colums, allowing voters to ran up to thee candidates. If a voter has
clear preferences on that many candidates, then ranng the maximum allowable number of
candidates may enhance a voter's enfranchisement. It is important, therefore, to determe how
many voters actually made use ofthis option, and which voters were more or less likely to do
so.s About three in five voters sureyed reported rankng three candidates for the Board of
Supervisors (59% of polling place voters and 60% of absentee voters). Fourteen percent of
pollng place voters and 16% of absentee voters ranked two candidates. Finally, nearly one-
fourth of the voters ranked only one (23% polling place, 24% absentee).9 In what follows, unless
noted otherwise, we report the results for polling place voters only.

Demographics

Gender, sexual orientation, age, income, political identity, and part affliation were not related

to the likelihood of rankng three candidates. However, education, first language, ethnicity and
nativity were all related to the likelihood of rang three candidates.

People with a high school degree or less were less likely to ran three candidates. While the
majority of voters with at least some college (60%) raned three candidates, 55% ofthose with a
high school degree, and 43% of people who did not finish high school, raned three. While

8 We recognize that raning one candidate can, for some voters, be a full expression of their preferences. For
instace, a voter may find only one acceptable candidate from the slate. Our focus here is on other factors that
explain one's likelihood of raning thee candidates, especially in a newly implemented system.
9 The percentages of pollng place voters does not add up to i 00. This is because the exit poll questionnaire

contained a fourth answer option, "something else," that the mail-in survey of absentee voters did not. Four percent
of pollng place voters chose that option. .
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about one-fourth (between 20% and 25%) of all others raned only one candidate, 43% .ofthose
with less than a high school degree did so.

While a majority of all respondents (59%) raned three choices, those who spoke English as a
first language were a bit more likely to ran thee choices (60%) than were those whose first
language was Spanish, Chinese or some other language (51 % to 54%).

Figure 18. Relationship Between First Language and Number of Candidates Ranked

(n = 2449; Chi-square = 25.18; P .. .01)
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Those who were born in the U.S. were somewhat more likely to rank three choices (60% vs.
54%), and those who were not born in the U.S. were more likely to rank only one (29% vs.
22%).

Whites were more likely (62% vs. 54%), and Afrcan Americans less likely (50% vs. 60%) to
rank three candidates than were other races/ethncities. However, this distinction decreases
somewhat among those with higher levels of education (college graduate and above), suggesting
that some but not all of the difference is related to education. Withn racial and ethnc groups the
difference one's education level and one's likelihood to rank three candidates s is relatively
small, except for Latinos. About 48% of Latinos without a college degree raned three
candidates, compared to 62% who have a college degree.
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Figure 19. Relationship Between RacelEthnicity and Number of Candidates Ranked
(n = 2569; Chi-square = 28.45; P -= .01)
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Figure 20. Relationship Between RacelEthnicity, Educational Attainment &
Number of Candidates Ranked

(n = 2567)
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Within racial group comparisons across education levels: Chi-square Latino = 5.56, pc: .02; Chi-square Asian = .12, P .:
.74; Chi-square Black = .00, pc: 1.00; Chi-square White = 1.57, P .: .22; Chi-square Other = .05, pc: .82
Within education level comparisons across race/ethnicites: Chi-square Not College Grad = 17.51, P .: .01; Chi-square
College Grad = 6.76, P .: .15

Less than half (46%) of occasional voters raned three candidates compared 55% of those who
"usually" vote in elections and 61 % of those who "always" vote in elections. Nearly one in three
"occasional" voters raned only one candidate, vs. one in four of those who "usually" vote, and
one in five of those who "always" vote. Whle a majority offirst time voters (55%) ranked three
candidates, 30% raned only one.
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Familiarity with Ranked-Choice Voting

Those who were more famliar with Ranked-Choice Voting were more likely to rank three
candidates. Nearly two-thids (64%) ofthose who knew prior to comig to the polls that they
would be asked to ran candidates ranked three candidates versus only 47% of those who were
unaware of the new development. The more famliar a voter was with Ranked-Choice voting
prior to coming to the polls, the more likely he or she was to ran three candidates. For instance,
62% of those who were either "very familiar" or "somewhat familiar" with RCV reported
rankng three candidates. By contrast the proportion who raned thee candidates among voters
who were "not very familiar" or "not at all familiar" was 54%. Meanwhile, 19% of voters who
were familiar with ReV ranked only one candidate, versus 28% of those were not familiar.

Figure 21. Relationship Between Familarity with RCV and Number of Candidates Ranked
(0 = 2586; Chi-square = 50.60, P -= .001)
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We asked the voters who knew about RCV before coming to the polls how they had found out
about it. Respondents chose from a list of possible sources, checking all that applied. The three
most common sources for pollng place voters were a newspaper (37%), the Department of
Elections (DOE) literature or website (34%), and television (26%). For absentee voters, the most
common sources were a newspaper (57%), the DOE (38%), and television (31 %). Note that the
small number of cases among absentee voters makes those estimates less accurate.
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Table 7. Source of Prior Knowledge about ReV

Pollng place Absentee
Information source (n = 1947) (n=161)

SF DOE literature or website 34% 38%

Candidate campaign literature or website 17% 14%

Other literature or website 12% 9%

Presentation at a club or organization 3% 5%-

Newspaper
37% 57%

Television 26% 31%

Radio 18% 13%

Precinct worker 2% 3%

F ami Iy/friends/neighbors 16% 9%

Other source
11% 5%

Among polling place voters, we can examine the differences in the likelihood of rankng three
candidates based on the source of information. Those who reported receiving information about
RCV from the Department of Elections literatue or website were more likely than others to ran
thee candidates (69% vs. 61 %), as were those receiving information from other literature or
websites (70% vs. 63%), and presentations at clubs or organizations (82% vs. 63%). By contrast,
voters who received information from "other" sources were less likely to rank three candidates
(57% vs. 65%). Meanwhile, there were smaller, negligible differences among voters who got
information from candidates' campaigns, newspapers, television, radio, precincts workers, and
family, frends, or neighbors,

In general, the more sources of information a voter cited, the more likely he or she was to rank
thee candidates. Seventy-one percent of those citing thee or more information sources raned
three candidates, while 57% of those citing less than three sources (including no sources) raned
three candidates. In a separate question, respondents were asked whether they had gathered
more or less information on candidates during this BOS election, compared to prior elections.
Again, those who reported gathering more information were more likely to report rankng three
candidates (66%) compared to those who gathered neither more nor less (57%) and those who
gathered less (50%).

Ease of Use

In addition to asking about voters' overall understanding of the RCV ballot, we asked
specifically how easy or difficult it wàs to rank one's top three candidates. Not surprisingly, we
find a relationship between how easy or diffcult it was to rank three candidates and actually
doing so. Those who found it "very easy" or "easy" were much more likely to rank three (67%)
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than were those who found it "difficult" or "very difficult" (49%). A full 57% of those who
found it "very diffcùlt" raned only one candidate.

Figure 22. Relationship Between Ease of Ranking Three Candidates and Number of Candidates Ranked
(n = 2572; Chi-square = 116.02, p.: .001)
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However, those who looked for outside help in determnig how to use the BOS ballot Were no
more or less likely to have ranked three candidates. Respondents were asked whether the vote
scanning machie rejected their BOS ballots on the first attempt to submit the ballot. Eighty-five
percent (85%) of those who reported a rejected ballot also reported rankg less than three
candidates.

As for one's overall understanding of the ReV ballot, 63% ofthose who understood it at least
"fairly well" ranked three candidates, while only 36% of those who did not understand it entirely
or at all raned three candidates. Fort-one percent of those who indicated a lack of
understanding reported rankng only one candidate, compared to 20% for those who said they
understood.
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Figure 23. Relationship Between Understanding RCV and Number of Candidates Ranked
(n = 2557; Chi-square = 150.72, P -: .001))
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Opinions of Ranked-Choice Voting and Attitudes Toward Change

One's general attitude may also influence the likelihood of rankng three candidates. As
explained in the previous section, we asked a broad question about respondents' preferences for
"trying new thigs" versus those who prefer to "stay with traditional ways of doing things."
Those who said it is better to try new things were more likely to rank thee candidates (60%),
while those who preferred traditional ways were less likely to do so (51 %). Another general
opinion that could lead some voters to be more wiling to use RCV to its fullest is one's support
or opposition to its implementation. Those who had supported RCV prior to coming to the polls
were much more likely to have ranked three candidates than were those who were neutral or
opposed. A full 39% of those opposed to RCV ranked only one candidate versus 15% of those
who supported it.
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Figure 24. Relationship Between Opinion of RCV and Number of Candidates Ranked
(n = 2533; Chi-square = 87.51, p': .001)
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In a separate question, respondents were asked whether they preferred "this system with no
December ruoff election," whether they preferred "the former system with a December runoff
election," or whether it made no difference to them. A majority of 

respondents to our exit poll

(61 %) preferred the new system; 13% said they preferred the runoff system, and 27% said it
made "no difference" to them. Opinions were more positive among absentee voters, with 77%
preferrg the new system, 11% preferrng the former runoff system, and 13% saying it made no

difference. Among polling place voters, those who preferred the new system were much more
likely to ran three candidates. Sixty-six percent (66%) of 

those who preferred the new system

ranked three, as did 51 % of those who were indifferent and 48% of those who preferred the old
system.

Summary

In this section we explored what factors might lead voters to ran thee candidates. About three
in five voters did ran three candidates, while about one-four voted for only one. Pollng place
voters and absentee voters were virally the same in this regard. Education, language, race and

ethncity, and nativity are all related to tendencies to ran three candidates. Differences in the
number of candidates ranked were especially notable among the least educated. Also, the impact
of education more generally is greater among Latinos than other racial/ethnic groups.

Voters who had prior knowledge of RCV and were more familiar with it tended to rank more
candidates on the ballot. The most common sources of information for those who knew about it
were newspapers, the DOE's literature or website, and television. Those who learned about
RCV from either the DOE website or literature, from some other website or literature, or from a
club or organization were more likely to have ranked three candidates than those who heard
about it through some other source.

Not surrisingly, those who found the rankng task itself easy and those who reported more
overall understanding ofRCV were more likely to rank three candidates. Finally, attitudes about
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the RCV reform and about change in general were related to the number of candidates voters
ranked. Respondents who expressed prior support of the reform, a curent preference for RCV
over the Runoff system, and who think it is better to tr new things were all more likely to rank
three candidates and less likely to choose just one.

4. Further Questions

Comparisons across BOS Districts

The exit poll was designed to allow estimates within the seven BOS districts. The table below
presents those findings. The first three rows display the results for the main variables we
considered in this report: prior knowledge ofRCV, understanding of RCV, and full use of RCV.
Distrct 7 voters were most informed of RCV coming into the pollng places. Seventy-seven
percent of them knew they would be asked to rank BOS candidates. By contrast, in Districts 2
and 3 that proportion was 64%. Levels of understanding varied, too. Respondents in Districts 1
and 5 expressed more understanding (90% and 89%) than did voters in Districts 2,3 and 11
(84%,84%, and 83%). Next, we see large differences in the proportion of voters who raned
three candidates on the ballot, ranging from 46% in District 2 to 76% in District 5. Clearly, the
natue of the race played a role here. Distrct 5 had the most candidates on the ballot (22) and

the highest incidence of voters ranng three candidates as opposed to ranng two or choosing
one or none.

Table 8. Comparing Results across Districts

01 02 03 05 07 09 011 ALL

Had prior knowledge of
73% 64% 64% 72% 77% 67% 66% 69%RCV (Q 9)

Understood RCV fairly or
90% 84% 84% 89% 88% 86% 83% 87%perfectly well (Q 18)

Ranked three candidates
60% 46% 51% 76% 67% 56% 55% 59%

(Q 15)

Prefer RCV system
54% 58% 62% 63% 66% 64% 56% 61%

(Q 23)

Prefer Runoff system
17% 11% 12% 13% 12% 9% 16% 13%

(Q 23)

The number of observations within the cells of this table range from 323 to 470
Differences across the districts on these questions were statistically significant: Chi-square for 09 = 28.49, P -c .001; Chi-
square for 018 = 13.33, P -c .04; Chi-square for 015 = 102.58, P -c .001; Chi-square for 023 (prefers RCV v. all others) =
19.00, P -c .01; Chi-square for 023 (prefers Runoffv. all others) = 15.61, P -c .02

Finally, we report an indicator of support for RCV from responses to the question that asked if
voters prefer RCV or the former ruoff election system. Opinions vared, with District 7 and 9
showing the most positive reports (66% and 64% prefer RCV to the runoff system), and districts
1 and 11 showing the least positive (54% and 56% prefer RCV). We also report the proportion
of voters who prefer the former Runoff system. Distrct 9 and 2 show the least support for the
former system (9% and 11 %), while Districts 1 and i 1 show the most (17% and 16%).
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Possible Impacts of RCyI°

Proponents of RCV systems have suggested that the nature of political campaigning and the
voters' experience may change once RCV is implemented. We included a short series of
questions that asked voters to compare their experience under the new RCV system to their
experience under the former Runoff system.

Sincere Voting: One claim that RCV proponents make is that the voters wil be more apt to vote
sincerely. That is, they wil be more likely than under the Runoff system to vote their true
preference, and less likely to vote for someone else based on judgments about who is most likely
to win. When we asked polling place respondents if they were more or less likely to vote for
their most preferred candidate under the new system 46% said yes, while 3% said no, and 51 %
said there was no difference. Among absentee voters, 42% said they were more likely to vote for
their most preferred candidate, 3% said less likely, and 56% reported no difference.

Wasted Votes: Along the same lines, the arguent has been made that under the former Runoff
system voters may feel their votes have been wasted. Under that system, if a race has two front
ruers and a field of other less popular candidates, then casting a single vote for one of the less
popular candidates could lead to this feeling. By contrast, under the RCV system a voter has
three ranngs to distribute, knowing that if their first choice is the least popular their ballot will
be transferred to their second choice. We asked respondents to compare this election to past
BOS elections and tell us if they felt more or less like their vote was wasted this time. Among
polling place voters 29% said they felt less like their vote was wasted, 7% said they felt more
like it was wasted, and 64% noted no difference. Among absentee voters, 20% said "less," 7%
said "more," and 74% said "no difference."

Positve/Negative Campaigns: It has also been suggested that campaign strategies may change
under the RCV scheme, leading to less negative campaigns. Successful candidates might form
coalitions with other candidates instead of setting themselves against the field. We asked
whether voters thought the BOS campaigns in their districts were more or less negative than in
past elections. Responses were fairly evenly split. Among polling place voters, 14% said "more
negative," 15% said "less negative," and 71 % saw no difference. Absentee voters were more
likely to note differences from past elections, but otherwise concured: 21% "more negative,"
23% "less negative," and 56% "no difference."

Information Gathered: Finally, we were interested in the amount of information voters gathered
for this election. It takes more information to ran three candidates than to pick one. Compared
to past BOS elections, did voters gather more or less information about the candidates? Thi-
two percent of polling place voters said they gather more, 8% said they gathered less, and 53%
said there was no difference. Absentee voters were a bit less likely to report gathering more
information (24%), while 5% said they gathered less, and 68% reported no difference.

Old and New Atttudes about RCV

Our surey was designed to compare prior attitudes about RCV with voters impressions after
having used it. It should be noted that since we interviewed voters as they exited the polling
place, our measure of prior attitudes is subject to bias. That is, a voter's recent experience in the
voting booth could influence their report of what his or her opinion was before entering the

io Bivariate reports ofresponses to the questions in this section may be found in the appendix.
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voting booth. That said, it is still useful to compare responses to the question we asked early on
in the surey about opinions of RCV before coming to vote with the responses to the question we
asked near the end about voters' preference for the RCV or Runoff system.

From responses to the question placed early in the questionnaire we see that about two in five
(39%) voters came to the polling place supporting RCV and 7% opposed it. Results from
answers to the question near the end of the surey show that three in five (61 %) said they
preferred the RCV with no runoff, and 13% preferred the former system. The figure below
compares those responses, with the horizontal axis showing prior attitudes (supported, neither,
opposed), and the bars representing current attitudes (darkest = prefer RCV, medium = no
difference, lightest = prefer Runoff). If there were no change in opinions, before and after using
the RCV ballot, then we would expect the dark bar on the left side of the panel to be 100%, the
light bar on the right side of the panel to be 100%, and the middle-toned bar in the middle section
to be 100%. The degree to which that pattern does not hold suggests that some voters may have
changed or developed new attitudes through the process of voting under the RCV system.

Two things are worth noting: First, nearly one in five respondents (19%) who initially opposed
RCV say they now prefer it to the former system, while only 4% who came in supporting RCV
now say they prefer the ruoff system. Second, among respondents who had no clear prior
opinon on RCV, about one-half (52%) say they now prefer RCV, while only about one-eighth
(12%) say they prefer the former system.

Figure 25. Comparing Prior Opinions with Current Opinions on RCV
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Summary

In this section we briefly report results across the seven BOS districts, and provide information
on some of the expected impacts of the RCV reform. The largest differences across distrcts are
found in the degree to which voters ranked three candidates. In District 7, which had an
exceptionally large number of candidates ruing for an open seat, voters were much more likely
to use all three columns of the RCV ballot. By contrast, voters in District 2 where an incumbent
ran among fewer challengers were least likely to ran three candidates.

Claims about the potential impact of the RCV reform were examined through several questions
that asked voters to compare ths BOS election with past BOS elections. While most of the
voters we asked reported no difference, those who did note differences tended to say they
gathered more information, voted for their most preferred candidate, and felt less like their vote
was wasted this time. Meanwhile, about equal proportions of respondents said the BOS
campaign in their distrct was less negative as said it was more negative.

Finally, we attempted to gauge the degree to which opinions about RCV might have changed as
a result of voters using the system for the first time. As expected, most people coming to the
polls supporting it stil support it, and most coming in opposing it still oppose it. However, the
results indicate more positive than negative sentiment: First, about one if five voters who came
to the polls opposing RCV now prefer it to the Runoff system. Second, among voters who had
no clear prior opinion about RCV, about half now prefer it to the Runoff system, while about
one-eighth now prefer the Runoff system.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this report has been to assess the transition from a Runoff system to a Ranked-
Choice Voting (RCV) system in the San Francisco Board of Supervisors (BOS) elections. We
emphasize the voters' experience as they cast their ballots: How easy or difficult was it for them
to navigate the new system? Since voting is a fundamental political act in democratic society,
we feel this is an appropriate focus.

The overall finding is positive. The majority of voters knew about Raned-Choice voting,
understood it, and used it to rank their preferences. Furher, after having used it most say they
prefer it to the former Runoff system.

Given the import of equality in the franchise, we choose to look at those minorities of voters who
did not know about RCV, did not understand it, and did not use it to its fullest potentiaL. No
system is perfect and no transition flawless. However, it is important to note discrepancies in
voters' experiences, especially among voters in expected risk groups. As to the question of what
amount of unfamliarty, misunderstanding, or misuse represents a critical compromise in
citizens' political expression, we leave that debate for other venues. Our intent here is to provide
evidence that wil inform that discourse and help San Franciscans reach toward their ideals.

While most voters knew that they would be asked to ran BOS candidates, roughly one-third did
not (3 i % polling place and 37% absentee). Among those who were less likely to know were the
less educated, those whose first language is not English or Chinese, and races and ethnicities
other than Asian or White. Also, less frequent voters were more likely to report being unaware
of RCV. Lack of prior knowledge ofRCV explained lower levels of understanding and lower
incidences of rankng three candidates.
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One especially strg finding is that, while levels of understandig varied significantly across
language groups, no such differences were observed among respondents who knew beforehand
that they would be asked to rank the BOS candidates. It was among the voters who did not have
prior knowledge of RCV where language-based difficulties appeared.

Overall understanding of Ranked-Choice Voting was high, with about seven-eighths of our
respondents saying they understood it fairly well or perfectly welL. Again, if we look closer at
specific groups, we see some are more at risk than others. As expected, voters with less
education and lower incomes report less understanding. While ethnic and racial groups other
than Whites and Asians indicated less understanding, Blacks merit a special comment. Several
factors like education and prior knowledge mitigate a lack of understanding for other groups, but
not among the African Americans we surveyed.

Another group of interest is the Asian-American community in Chinatown. Voters there appear
to have had more difficulty with RCV than Asians elsewhere, and this is due to more than
language. By contrast, Latinos we spoke with in the Mission seem to have had more prior
knowledge and understanding ofRCV than Latinos in other pars of the city.

While we canot explain all of these findings with the data obtained, we can note that a pattern
of connections emerges. For instance, prior knowledge ofRCV is also related to one's tendency
to ran three candidates on the ballot. Whle this may not be surrising, it is important, since a
sizeable portion of the electorate lacked that knowledge.

Overall, about three in five voters ranked three candidates while almost one-fourt chose only
one candidate, rates that are nearly identical for both pollng place and absentee voters. It would
be naïve to expect all voters to ran three candidates. Stil, the factors that covar with those
tendencies deserve scrutiny: Rang thee candidates was least common among Afrcan-
Americans, Latinos, voters with less education, and people whose first language is not English.

Clearly, some of what shapes these tendencies toward awareness, understanding, and use ofthe
ballot are influences that will always remain. For instance, we noted two such factors: voters'
general dispositions and the natue of the distrct election. As it tus out, respondents' reports

of how well they understood RCV and how many candidates they raned are related to their
opinions of RCV reform, to the difficulty they had choosing one candidate, and to their general
attitudes toward change. It is not clear anything could be done to improve these voters' reports
on our main measures of interest. Furher, the evidence that the tendency to rank three
candidates is campaign specific becomes clear when we compare Districts 5 and 2. Voters in
District 5' s large contest for an open seat ranked three candidates much more frequently than
voters in District 2' s smaller contest involving an incumbent. We encourage readers of this
report to separate out malleable from intractable factors. It should be the goal of the community
to address the former and lear to live with the latter.

We suggest that the focus of the communty moving forward should be on the variations reported
above based on one's education, income, race and ethncity, and first language. And we wish to
identify the lack of prior knowledge ofRCV one of the most important and approachable
problems. .

Finally, we found generally positive responses to evaluative questions about Raned-Choice
Voting. About three in five polling place paricipants and over thee-fourhs of the absentee
respondents say they prefer RCV to the Runoff system. Interesting results emerge when we
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compare prior opinions about RCV with the question of which system voters prefer now: About
one in five voters who came to the polls opposing RCV now prefer it to the Runoff system. And,
among voters who had no clear prior opinions about RCV, about half now prefer it to the Runoff
system, compared to about one-eighth who now prefer the Runoff system. These sentiments
provide a positive context for the challenge of improving voters experience in future RCV
elections.
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APPENDIX A: Survey Questionnaire

~.....,
San Francisco State University I City & County of San Francisco

Ranked-Choice Voting (Instant Runoff VotIng) Survey
You have been invite to partcipate in 1his survey because yoor precinct was selected to resrch

public opinion about Ranked-Choice Voting, otheiwise known as Instant RuooffVoting. This survy is copletely

anonymous-o not put your nome on this form.

There are no risks or benfits to you parcipatingín 1hís survey. You may choose to participate or not. You may
answer only the ques1ns you feel comfortble answering. and you may slo at any time. If you do not wish 10
partcipate. you ma~' simply return the blank survey, with no penalty to yourseii- It you do participate, completion
and return of the survey Indicates your consent to the above conditions.

The survey should take approximately 5 minutes to complete. Any questions or concerns should be directed to:
Lisel Blash. Project Coordinator, Pubtic Research Institute, San Francisco State University, 415-338-6133

JOJlfútlJf:rxJíØJ4f. !K¡$il6.fUtJæ,

Si prefere recibir una copia de este cuestionario en Espaiíol, por favor preguente al ayudante.

1. What is your age?

o 18-24 0 40-49
o 25-29 0 SO-59
o 30-39 0 60-69

o 70-79

o 79 & older

2. What was the last grade of school you
completed?
o Did not finish high schol

o High schoo! graduate or GED

o Some college or Associae Degree
o College graduate

o Post-graduate study

3. What is your Race or Ethnicity?

o Hispanic!lalino 0 White

o Asianl Pacifc Islander 0 American Indian

o African Americanl 0 Oter
Black

4. What is the firsllanguage you learned
to speak?

o English

o Chinese

o Spanis

o Other

5. Were you born in the U.S.?DYes 0 No
6. Please check the box that best represents your

household's total yearly income.

o less than $10.000 0 550,000-$74,999

o 510,000-$19,999 0 575,000-$99,999

o 520,000-$49,999 0 5100.000 or more

7. Which comes closer to your view?

o It's betler to ùy new things than to stay with the
traditional ways of doing things

o it's betler to stay with the lraditional ways of
doing things 1han 10 change

8. How often would you .say you vole in elections?

o Never before 1his time

o Occasionally

o Usually

o Amays

9. Before coming to vote today, did you know you
would be asked to rank your choices for the
Board of Supervisors?DYes 0 No

10. If you knew about Ranked Choice Voting
(Instant Runoff before coming to vote today,
how did you find out about it?
(Check all that apply)
o SF Dept of Sections literature andlor website
o Candidale campaign literature andlor website
o Other literature or websneJinlemel

o Presentation al club or organization

o Newspaper

o T elevísion

o Radio

o Precincl worer

o Family, friends or neighbors

o other

11. Before coming to vole tooay, how familar were
you with Ranked-Choice Voting (Instant Runoff
Voting)?

o Very familar

o Somewhat familar

o Not very familiar

o Not at all familiar

12. Before coming to vote today, what was your
opinion of Ranked-Choice Voling (Instant
Runoff Voting)?

o Supported it
o Neither supported nor opposed it

o Opposed it

13. Sometimes it's easy to choose a favorite
candidate from among those running. and other
times it's hard. What about this election and
the Board of Supervisors race? How easy or
dlWlCult was it for you to decide who your first
choice was?

o Very Easy

DEasy
o Neiter Oifcult nor Ea
o Diffcu

OVery Difcun

o I din't vote for the BOard of Supeivisors

(Please skip to Questin 22)

PLEAE TCi"RN TH QCIESTIOJVNAlE OVER ""
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14. What about ranking your top three choices for
the Board of Supervisors? Was that

o Very Easy

DEasy
o Neither Dïfcult nor Easy

o Dificult
o Very Diffcult

15. When you first filled out your ballot for the Board
of Supervisors, did you

o Rank three candidates

o Rank two candidtes

o Vote for only one candidate

o Something else

16. When YOll first filed out that part of the ballot,
did you ask faT help from anyone or refer to
written information to determine how to rank
yoiir choices?DYes 0 No

17. When you first put your ballot for the Board of
Supervisors In the scanning machine, did it
return the ballot to you?DYes 0 No

17 a. If yes. what did you do before putting it in
the machine a second time?
o Made changes to the ballot
o Made no change to the ballot
o Got a new ballot

13. Overall, how would you describe your
experience wit Ranked.Choice Voting for the
Boar of Superisors?
o Understood it perfctly well
o Understoo it fairly well
o Did not understand it entirely
o Did not understand it at all

The next questions ask you to compare this
election using Ranked.Choice Voting to the
former system in which you voted for one
candidate to the Board of Supervisorso

19. Compared to past elections for the Board of
Supervisors, how milch information did YOll
gather about the candidates before voting
today?

o More than in past elections
o No diference

o Less than in past elections
o This is the first time I have voted

(skip to Question 22)

20. Sometimes people vote for their most
preferred candidate, and sometimes they
vote for a candidate because he OT she is
more likely to win. Compared to past
elections for the Board of Supervisors, were
you more or less likely to vote for yoiir most
preferred candidate today?

o More likely
o No difference

o Less likely

21. Sometimes voters feel like their vote is
wasted, or doesnOt count for much in an
election. What about you? Compared to
flast elections for the Board of Supervisors.
which best describes you?

o Fe~ more like my '.ote was wasted this time
o No difference

o Felt less like m)' vole was wasted this time

22. Thinking just about the campaign for the
Board of Supervisors in yoiir district, was it
more or less negative than in past elections?

o More negative than past elections
o No difrence

o Less negative than past elections

23. With the Ranked-Choice Voting system
tlnstant Runoff), there wil be no run-off
election held in Decembero Which would YOll
say describes yoii best?

o i prefer this system with no December runoff

election
o No difference to me between this and the

former system

o I prefer the fomier system with a December

runoff election

24. What is your gender?

o Female 0 Male

25. On most political matters, do you consider
yourself:

o Very liberal
o Uberal

o Moderale

o Conservative

o Very conservative

26. No mattr how you voted today, do you
lIsually think of yourself as:
o Repubfican 0 Independent
o Democrat 0 Something else

21. What is yoiir sexual onentation?

o Stright 0 Gay/Lesbian
¡Bisexual

Please fold your questionnaire and put it in the box.

If you would like to partcipate in a post-election focus group on Ranked Choice/Instant Runoff
Voting, please Sign up with one of our student pollsters.

Thank you!

Public Research Institute, SFSU, 1600 Hoiioway Ave. San francisco, CA 94132
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APPENDIX B: Demographics

In this section, we report the demographic makeup of the sample in the basic exit poll
surey, not including special neighborhoods and not including the absentee survey. It is
important to note that the demographic profie of 

voters does not match that of 

thegeneral population. Therefore, while we sampled precincts based on how closely they
resemble the demographics of the distrct, our respondents wil 

look somewhat differentthan the distrct as a whole.

Voting registration and turnout among eligible voters varies by education, income, age,
and race and ethncity. In addition, some districts may contain disproportionate numbers
of ineligible voters, like people who are too young or who are not citizens. Finally, more
than one-third of San Francisco voters fied absentee ballots and a large number used
early voting. It is possible that early and absentee voters may differ from those who
came to the polls on Election Day.

In the following sections, the data are weighted based on tuout. Weighting generally
made no more than a 1 % difference in most demographic varables. For information on
the weight and a list of 

precincts, please see the section of 

this report on methods. Also,for a full report on the counts of each of these variàbles, please refer to the Appendix that
reports the frequency of all questions asked in the survey.

Figure 26. Gender (n = 2727)
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Figure 27. Sexual Orientation (n =- 2645)
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Figure 28. Age (n =- 2839)
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Figure 29. Education (n "" 2814)
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Figure 30. Annual Household Income (n == 2757)
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Figure 31. Place of Birth (n = 2824)
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Figure 33. Race and Ethnicity (n = 2816)
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APPENDIX C: Frequencies, Basic Precincts Sample

Note: Data are weighted.

For the full wording of the answer options, please see the questionnaire included in this
report.

1. What is your age?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid 18-24 299 10.5 10.5 10.5

25-29 427 15.0 15.0 25.6
30-39 842 29.6 29.6 55.2
40-49 519 18.2 18.3 73.5

50-59 445 15.6 15.7 89.2
60-69 190 6.7 6.7 95.9

70-79 90 3.2 3.2 99.0

79 and older 28 1.0 1.0 100.0

Total 2839 99.7 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 1 .0

Missing 6 .2

Total 8 .3

Total 2847 100.0

2. What was the last grade of school you completed?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Didn't finish HS 58 2.0 2.1 2.1

HS grad/GED 161 5.7 5.7 7.8

Some college 628 22.1 22.3 30.1

College grad 1144 40.2 40.7 70.8

Post-grad 822 28.9 29.2 100.0

Total 2814 98.8 100.0

Missing Multiple answers 25 .9

Missing 8 .3

Total 33 1.2

Total 2847 100.0
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3. What is your Race or Ethnicity?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Hispanic/Latino 280 9.8 9.9 9.9
Asian/Pacific Islander 389 13.7 13.8 23.8
African American/Black 143 5.0 5.1 28.9
White 1818 63.8 64.6 93.4
American Indian 14 .5 .5 93.9
Other 133 4.7 4.7 98.6
Multiple answers 39 1.4 1.4 100.0
Total 2816 98.9 JOO.O

Missing Suspect answer 1 .0

Missing 31 1.1

Total 31 1.1

Total 2847 100.0

4. What is the first language you learned to speak?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid English 2337 82.1 83.7 83.7
Chinese 129 4.5 4.6 88.3
Spanish 152 5.3 5.5 93.8
Other 174 6.1 6.2 100.0
Total 2792 98.1 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 3 .1

Multiple answers 41 1.4

Missing 11 .4

Total 55 1.9

Total 2847 100.0

5. Were you born in the U.S.?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Yes 2368 83.2 83.9 83.9
No 456 16.0 16.1 100.0
Total 2824 99.2 100.0

Missing Missing 23 .8

Total 2847 100.0
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6. Please"check the box that best represents your household's total yearly income.

Cumulative
Freauencv Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Less than $10, 000 175 6.2 6.4 6.4
$10,000 to $19,999 185 6.5 6.7 13.1

$20,000 to 49,999 705 24.8 25.6 38.6
$50,000 to 74,999 586 20.6 21.3 59.9
$75,000 to $99,999 391 13.7 14.2 74.1
$100,000 or more 714 25.1 25.9 100.0
Total 2757 96.8 100.0

Missing Multiple answers 4 .1

Missing 86 3.0
Total 90 3.2

Total 2847 100.0

7. Which comes closer to your view?

Cumulative
Freauencv Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid It's better to try new
things than to stay with

2322 81.6 89.1 89.1the traditional ways of
doing things

It's better to stay with the
traditional ways of doing 284 10.0 10.9 100.0
things than to change

Total 2606 91.5 100.0
Missing Suspect answer 4 .2

Multiple answer 7 .2

Missing 230 8.1

Total 241 8.5
Total 2847 100.0

8. How often would you say you vote in elections?

Cumulative
Freauencv Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Never before this time 211 7.4 7.5 7.5
Occasionally 102 3.6 3.6 11.0
Usually 532 18.7 18.7 29.8
Always 1992 70.0 70.2 100.0
Total 2837 99.6 100.0

Missing Missing 10 .4
Total 2847 100.0
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9. Before coming to vote today, did you know that you would be asked to rank your
choices for the BOS?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Yes 1953 68.6 69.0 69.0
No 879 30.9 31.0 100.0
Total 2832 99.5 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 1 .0

Multiple answers 2 .1

Missing 12 .4

Total 15 .5
Total 2847 100.0

10. If you knew about Ranked Choice Voting (Instant Runoff before coming to vote today,
how did you find out about it? (Check all that apply.)

True False Total

Count % Count % Count %
SF DOE literature and/or website 659 33.8% 1288 66.2% 1947 100.0%
Candidate campaign literature

325 16.7% 1622 83.3% 1947 100.0%and/or website
Other literature and/or website 232 11.9% 1715 88.1% 1947 100.0%
Presentation at club or organization 64 3.3% 1883 96.7% 1947 100.0%
Newspaper 710 36.5% 1237 63.5% 1947 100.0%
Television 512 26.3% 1435 73.7% 1947 100.0%
Radio 347 17.8% 1600 82.2% 1947 100.0%
Precinct worker 41 2.1% 1906 97.9% 1947 100.0%
Family, friends or neighbors 304 15.6% 1643 84.4% 1947 100.0%
Other 214 11.0% 1733 89.0% 1947 100.0%

11. Before coming to vote today, how familar were you with Ranked-Choice Voting
(Instant Runoff Voting)?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Very 585 20.5 20.7 20.7
Somewhat 1017 35.7 35.9 56.6
Not very 649 22.8 22.9 79.5
Not at all 580 20.4 20.5 100.0
Total 2830 99.4 100.0

Missing Multiple answers 2 .1

Missing 16 .5

Total 17 .6

Total 2847 100.0
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12. Before coming to vote today, what was your opinion of Ranked Choice Voting -
(Instant Runoff Voting)?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Supported 1085 38.1 39.3 39.3

Neither 1483 52.1 53.7 93.0

Opposed 194 6.8 7.0 100.0

Total 2762 97.0 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 3 .1

Multiple answers 7 .3

Missing 76 2.7

Total 85 3.0

Total 2847 100.0

13. How easy or difficult was it for you to decide who your first choice was?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Very easy 795 27.9 28.4 28.4

Easy 792 27.8 28.3 56.6

Neither 692 24.3 24.7 81.3

Diffcult 339 11.9 12.1 93.4

Very diffcult 71 2.5 2.5 96.0

Did not vote for BOS 113 4.0 4.0 100.0

Total 2801 98.4 100.0

Missing Multiple answers 14 .5

Missing 31 1.1

Total 46 1.6

Total 2847 100.0
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14. What about ranking your top three chóices for the Board of Supervisors?
Was that

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Very easy 488 17.1 18.7 18.7
Easy 821 28.8 31.5 50.2
Neither 782 27.5 30.0 80.2
Difficult 415 14.6 15.9 96.1
Very diffcult 101 3.6 3.9 100.0
Total 2608 91.6 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 2 .1

Multiple answers 2 .1

Missing 236 8.3
Total 239 8.4

Total 2847 100.0

15. When you first filed out your ballot for the Board of Supervisors, did you

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Rank three 1532 53.8 59.0 59.0
Rank two 372 13.1 14.3 73.3
Only one 591 20.8 22.8 96.1
Something else 102 3.6 3.9 100.0
Total 2597 91.2 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 2 .1

Multiple answers 3 .1

Missing 245 8.6
Total 250 8.8

Total 2847 100.0

16. When you first filled out that part of the ballot, did you ask for help from anyone or
refer to written information to determine how to rank your choices?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Yes 352 12.4 13.5 13.5
No 2248 79.0 86.5 100.0
Total 2600 91.3 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 1 .0

Multiple answers 1 .0

Missing 245 8.6
Total 247 8.7

Total 2847 100.0
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17. When you first put your ballot for the 80S in the scanning machine, did it return
the ballot to you?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Yes 637 22.4 26.0 26.0
No 1808 63.5 74.0 100.0
Total 2445 85.9 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 2 .1

Multiple answers 1 .0
Missing 399 14.0
Total 402 14.1

Total 2847 100.0

17a. If yes, what did you do before putting it in the machine the second time?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Changes 77 2.7 10.8 10.8
No changes 583 20.5 82.4 93.2
New Ballot 48 1.7 6.8 100.0
Total 708 24.9 100.0

Missing Missing 2139 75.1
Total 2847 100.0

18. Overall, how would you describe you experience with Ranked-Choice Voting for the 80S?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Understood perfectly well 1334 46.9 51.6 51.6
Understood fairly well 900 31.6 34.8 86.5
Did not understand

280 9.8 10.8 97.3entirely
Did not understand at all 69 2.4 2.7 100.0
Total 2583 90.7 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 5 .2
Multiple answer 4 .1

Missing 255 9.0
Total 264 9.3

Total 2847 100.0
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19. Compared to past elections for the 80S, how much information did you gather
about candidates before voting today?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid More 807 28.3 31.8 31.8
No difference 1330 46.7 52.5 84.3
Less 189 6.6 7.5 91.7
First time vote 210 7.4 8.3 100.0
Total 2535 89.1 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 3 .1

Missing 308 10.8 -

Total 312 10.9
Total 2847 100.0

20. Compared to past elections for the 80S, were you more or less likely to vote for
your most preferred candidate today?

Cumulatiye
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid More likely 1106 38.9 46.1 46.1
No difference 1225 43.0 51.0 97.1
Less likely 71 2.5 2.9 100.0
Total 2402 84.4 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 1 .1

Multiple answer 1 .0
Missing 443 15.6
Total 445 15.6

Total 2847 100.0
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21. Sometimes voters feel like their vote is wasted, or doesn't count for much in an
election. What about you? Compared to past elections for the 80S, which best

describes you?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Felt more like my vote
162 5.7 6.8 6.8was wasted this time

No difference 1540 54.1 64.2 71.0
Felt less like my vote

697 24.5 29.0 100.0was wasted this time

Total 2399 84.3 100.0
Missing Suspect answer 1 .1

Multiple answer 2 .1

Missing 445 15.6
Total 448 15.7

Total 2847 100.0

22. Thinking just about the campaign for the 80S in your district, was it more or less
negative than in past elections?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid More negative 364 12.8 14.3 14.3
No difference 1803 63.3 70.6 84.9
Less negative 386 13.5 15.1 100.0
Total 2553 89.7 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 2 .1

Multiple answers 2 .1

Missing 290 10.2
Total 294 10.3

Total 2847 100.0
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23. With the Ranked-Choice Voting system (Instant Runoff, there wil be no runoff

held in December. Which would you say describes you best?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Prefer no runoff 1585 55.7 60.5 60.5
No difference 698 24.5 26.6 87.1
Prefer runoff 337 11.8 12.9 100.0
Total 2620 92.0 100.0

Missing Multiple answer 1 .0

Missing 226 7.9
Total 227 8.0

Total 2847 100.0

24. What is your gender?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Female 1451 51.0 53.2 53.2
Male 1276 44.8 46.8 100.0
Total 2727 95.8 100.0

Missing Suspect Answer 1 .0

Multiple answers 1 .0

Missing 117 4.1

Total 120 4.2
Total 2847 100.0

25. On most political matters, do you consider yourself:

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Very liberal 528 18.6 19.6 19.6
Liberal 1158 40.7 42.9 62.4
Moderate 777 27.3 28.8 91.2
Conservative 202 7.1 7.5 98.7
Very conservative 35 1.2 1.3 100.0
Total 2701 94.9 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 3 .1

Multiple answers 15 .5

Missing 128 4.5
Total 146 5.1

Total 2847 100.0
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26. No matter how you voted today, do you usually think of yourself as:

Cumulative
Frequencv Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Republican 244 8.6 9.0 9.0
Democrat 1720 60.4 63.7 72.7
Independent 453 15.9 16.8 89.5
Something else 283 9.9 10.5 100.0
Total 2699 94.8 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 3 .1

Multiple answers 18 .6
Missing - 128 4.5
Total 148 5.2

Total 2847 100.0

27. What is your sexual orientation?

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid Straight 2359 82.9 89.2 89.2
Gay 286 10.0 10.8 100.0
Total 2645 92.9 100.0

Missing Suspect answer 2 .1

Multiple answer 2 .1

Missing 198 6.9
Total 202 7.1

Total 2847 100.0
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APPENDIX C: Bivariate Report on Select Variables
(Basic Precinct Sample: Q9, Q14, Q15, Q18, Q19, Q20, Q21, Q22, Q23)

Note: All data are weighted. Caution should be exercised in interpreting estimates
drawn from a small number of cases.

Percentages are row percentages; in other words, percentage of each demographic
category that answered the question this way.
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Table 9. Before coming to vote today, did you know that you would be
asked to rank your choices for the BOS? (Q9)

Percent Aware of RCV Prior to Coming to Vote Percent
Sample N"Yes-Knew"

Total Sample (all voters surveyed) 69.00% 2,832

By Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic/Latino 57.05% 276
Asian/PI 68.44% 389

African American/Black 58.26% 139
White 72.19% 1,813

American Indian 60.14% 14
Other 66.18% 132

Multiple Answers 46.47% 39

By First Language: English 70.01 % 2,328
Chinese 69.36% 129
Spanish 55.86% 148

Other 63.38% 174

By District: District 1 73.16% 389
District 2 64.29% 426
District 3 64.10% 426
District 5 71.75% 470
District 7 77.28% 367
District 9 66.58% 401

District 11 66.23% 352

By Income: Less than $10,000 56.08% 717
$10,000 - $19,999 59.68% 185
$20,000 - $49,999 68.4 7% 702
$50,000 - $74,999 71.41 % 586
$75,000 - $99,999 69.73% 390
$100,000 or more 72.49% 713

By Gender: Female 67.62% 1 ,445
Male 71.29% 1,272

By Sexual Orientation: Straight 67.72% 2,349
Bisexual 80.87% 285

By Political Ideology: Very Liberal 76.87% 527
Liberal 71.13% 1,155

Moderate 63.35% 772
Conservative 59.51 % 199

Very Conservative 69.42% 35

By Political Party: Republican 65.80% 243
Democrat 68.98% 1,714

Independent 69.61 % 452
Something Else 74.01% 279
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Table 10. What about ranking your top three choices
for the Board of Supervisors? Was that... (Q14)

Percent of Ease of Ranking Top Percent Percent Percent SampleNeither EasyThree Candidates Easy nor Difficult Difficult N

Total Sample (all voters surveyed): 50.19% 29.98% 19.78% 2,608

By Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic/Latino 56.71% 28.63% 14.66% 261
Asian/PI 47.90% 33.76% 18.34% 341

African American/Black 55.80% 29.05% 15.14% 136
White 49.29% 29.05o/Q. 21.66% 1,671

American Indian 63.89% 5.22% 30.89% 12
Other 43.95% 40.91 % 15.14% 124

Multiple Answers 61.36% 24.28% 14.35% 33

By First Language: English 50.10% 29.76% 20.14% 2,149
Chinese 43.96% 37.49% 18.54% 114
Spanish 60.32% 23.79% 15.89% 141

Other 47.76% 32.44% 19.80% 156

By District: District 1 54.44 % 28.23% 17.33% 356
District 2 39.52% 34.91% 25.56% 379
District 3 49.53% 30.30% 20.17% 375
District 5 47.07% 29.53% 23.39% 443
District 7 56.57% 23.07% 20.36% 337
District 9 64.70% 29.38% 15.92% 382

District 11 51.03% 34.23% 14.74% 335

By Income: Less than $10,000 41.47% 40.49% 18.04% 159
$10,000 - $19,999 54.30% 30.06% 15.56% 170
$20,000 - $49,999 49.88% 31.41% 18.71% 658
$50,000 - $74,999 50.67% 32.32% 17.00% 545
$75,000 - $99,999 46.88% 26.24% 26.87% 359
$100,000 or more 52.68% 26.31 % 21.01% 640

By Gender: Female 48.95% 29.80% 21.25% 1,370
Male 51.62% 30.07% 18.32% 1,198

By Sexual Orientation: Straight 49.79% 30.20% 20.00% 2,210
G/UBi 53.66% 27.72% 18.62% 281

By Political Ideology: Very Liberal 56.25% 26.01 % 17.74% 508
Liberal 47.53% 30.60% 21.86% 1,087

Moderate 50.09% 30.19% 19.73% 728
Conservative 53.73% 33.40% 12.87% 187

Very Conservative 35.59% 30.91 % 33.50% 32

By Political Party: Republican 56.46% 27.68% 15.86% 224
Democrat 49.26% 30.13% 20.62% 1,626

Independent 51.02% 29.62% 19.36% 428
Something Else 49.81% 31.43% 18.76% 266
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Table 11. When you first filled out your ballot for the Board of Supervisors, did you...(Q15)

Percent of Number of Candidates Ranked Ranked Voted for Some- Sample
Ranked Three Two Only One thing Else N

Total Sample (all voters surveyed): 59.0% 14.3% 22.8% 3.9% 2,597

By Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic/Latino 53.33% 15.95% 27.39% 3.33% 259
Asian/PI 58.02% 12.44% 26.19% 3.35% 344

African American/Black 49.58% 17.68% 26.05% 6.69% 131
White 61.86% 13.52% 20.89% 3.73% 1,671

American Indian 25.16% 22.87% 41.60% 10.37% 12
Other 50.20% 21.11 % 23.56% 5.13% 119

Multiple Answers 54.69% 18.18% 23.05% 4.09% 4,032

By First Language: English 59.98% 14.88% 21.32% 3.83% 2,140
Chinese 50.67% 12.15% 34.35% 2.83% 116
Spanish 54.77% 7.86% 32.08% 5.30% 139

Other 55.41 % 12.29% 28.03% 4.27% 154

By District: District 1 59.94% 16.36% 21.07% 2.63% 358
District 2 46.04% 13.29% 34.76% 5.91% 378
District 3 50.94% 12.37% 32.55% 4.15% 372
District 5 76.16% 9.97% 10.17% 3.69% 441
District 7 66.76% 13.82% 17.88% 1.54% 339
District 9 55.50% 22.48% 16.00% 6.02% 378

District 11 55.01 % 12.51% 29.35% 3.13% 331

By Income: Less than $10,000 53.78% 15.23% 25.68% 5.31% 154

$10,000 - $19,999 56.00% 13.46% 23.49% 7.05% 171

$20,000 - $49,999 59.70% 15.24% 22.30% 2.77% 657
$50,000 - $74,999 60.07% 13.82% 20.89% 5.22% 544
$75,000 - $99,999 59.33% 14.33% 23.65% 2.69% 359
$100,000 or more 61.34% 13.88% 21.59% 3.19% 633

By Gender: Female 58.91% 14.93% 22.75% 3.41 % 1,366
Male 59.42% 13.65% 22.51 % 4.41% 1,195

By Sexual Orientation: Straight 59.26% 14.38% 22.38% 3.99% 2,203
G/UBi 58.58% 16.67% 21.83% 2.92% 280

By Political Ideology: Very Liberal 58.51% 15.96% 21.55% 3.98% 513
Liberal 60.84% 15.08% 20.41% 3.67% 1088

Moderate 58.65% 12.98% 24.34% 4.03% 718
Conservative 53.97% 11.05% 30.71% 4.28% 184

Very Conservative 57.49% 10.35% 28.25% 3.90% 32

By Political Party: Republican 61.61 % 12.27% 23.74% 2.37% 225
Democrat 58.93% 14.34% 23.02% 3.71% 1,623

Independent 60.86% 13.94% 20.28% 4.92% 424
Something Else 57.77% 16.30% 21.34% 4.59% 263
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Table 12. Overall, how would you describe you experience with
Ranked-Choice Voting for the BOS? (Q18)

Under- Under- Did Not Did Not

Percent Understanding ReV stood it stood it Understand Under- Sample
Perfectly

Fairly Well it Entirely stand it at N
Well all

Total Sample (all voters surveyed): 51.64% 34.80% 10.94% 2.63% 2,555

By Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic/Latino 44.44% 36.05% 15.55% 3.96% 261
Asian/PI 42.62% 44.02% 10.72% 2.65% 337

African American/Black 39.46% 37.30% 15.62% 7.62% 129
White 55.53% 32.82% 9.80% 1.85% 1,673

American Indian 47.15% 25.47% 16.39% 10.99% 12
Other 51.56% 32.57% 11.47% 4.41 % 116

Multiple Answers 53.50% 31.96% 12.10% 2.44% 28

By First Language: English 53.97% 33.62% 9.87% 2.54% 2,135
Chinese 34.80% 49.72% 11.40% 4.09% 109
Spanish 40.58% 36.41 % 18.37% 4.63% 140

Other 45.05% 34.10% 18.58% 2.27% 154

By District: District 1 51.70% 37.97% 9.09% 1.24% 355
District 2 44.55% 39.59% 13.41 % 2.46% 384
District 3 53.58% 30.57% 13.31% 2.54% 373
District 5 55.77% 33.74% 8.41 % 2.11% 435
District 7 54.09% 33.83% 8.84% 3.23% 334
District 9 55.95% 30.14% 9.67% 4.24% 379

District 11 44.58% 38.69% 13.63% 3.10% 323

By Income: Less than $10,000 42.19% 36.97% 16.12% 4.72% 153
$10,000 - $19,999 45.65% 39.17% 10.52% 4.66% 168
$20,000 - $49,999 51.88% 35.04% 10.22% 2.86% 654
$50,000 - $74,999 52.72% 35.16% 9.43% 2.70% 539
$75,000 - $99,999 52.90% 33.50% 11.26% 2.34% 360
$100,000 or more 53.76% 33.99% 10.43% 1.82% 633

By Gender: Female 50.51% 35.28% 11.95% 2.26% 1,362
Male 52.77% 34.64% 9.47% 3.12% 1,189

By Sexual Orientation: Straight 50.89% 35.27% 11.30% 2.54% 2,200
G/UBi 57.29% 33.38% 6.27% 3.06% 276

By Political Ideology: Very Liberal 58.99% 31.34% 7.21% 2.46% 507
Liberal 52.30% 33.66% 12.43% 1.61% 1,085

Moderate 47.66% 38.56% 10.04% 3.75% 718
Conservative 43.55% 39.58% 12.55% 4.32% 187

Very Conservative 60.14% 21.59% 15.00% 3.27% 32

By Political Party: Republican 54.71% 32.98% 9.25% 3.07% 223
Democrat 48.90% 35.99% 12.55% 2.55% 1,621

Independent 52.91 % 38.05% 6.62% 2.42% 421
Something Else 62.08% 25.42% 8.84% 3.67% 261
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Table 13. Compared to past elections for the BOS, how much information did you
gather about candidates before voting today? (Q19)

Percent of Amount of Information More Than
No Less Than First Samplein Past in Past TimeGathered

Elections Difference Elections Voting N

Total Sample (all voters surveyed): 31.8% 52.3% 7.5% 8.3% 2,506

By Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic/Latino 39.97% 40.79% 7.12% 12.12% 251
Asian/PI 28.23% 56.38% 3.69% 11.54% 333

African American/Black 34.55% 45.82% 11 .44 % 8.18% 125
White 30.53% 54.23% 7.95% 7.29% 1,644

American Indian 43.33% 19.94% 36.73% .00% 12
Other 37.54% 49.20% 5.74% 7.52% 115

Multiple Answers 31.68% 53.62% 9.83% 4.87% 27

By First Language: English 31.11% 53.33% 7.64% 7.92% 2,088
Chinese 31.83% 58.29% .66% 9.22% 111
Spanish 42.06% 37.77% 8.97% 11.20% 138

Other 30.85% 49.74% 8.26% 11.15% 151

By District: District 1 33.53% 51.70% 7.17% 7.60% 354
District 2 23.59% 60.16% 6.80% 9.44% 371
District 3 24.50% 56.19% 8.23% 11.08% 363
District 5 33.62% 49.18% 8.91% 8.29% 428
District 7 34.87% 52.23% 6.49% 6.40% 332
District 9 35.05% 48.43% 8.92% 7.60% 370

District 11 38.51 % 49.37% 4.97% 7.16% 317

By Income: Less than $10,000 30.2% 45.6% 6.0% 18.1% 149
$10,000 - $19,999 40.6% 41.3% 11.3% 6.9% 160
$20,000 - $49,999 33.1% 49.4% 6.8% 10.7% 634
$50,000 - $74,999 29.3% 57.3% 4.9% 8.5% 529
$75,000 - $99,999 32.5% 52.0% 9.3% 6.2% 354
$100,000 or more 31.2% 56.0% 8.1% 4.8% 629

By Gender: Female 30.8% 52.7% 8.2% 8.3% 1336
Male 32.8% 52.3% 6.5% 8.4% 1171

% % % %
By Sexual Orientation: Straight 32.3% 51.5% 7.6% 8.6% 2161

G/UBi 29.3% 58.6% 5.5% 6.6% 273

By Political Ideology: Very Liberal 34.5% 51.7% 7.2% 6.6% 501
Liberal 28.7% 54.8% 8.7% 7.8% 1067

Moderate 33.0% 51.1% 5.7% 10.2% 706
Conservative 33.3% 49.7% 8.5% 8.5% 177

Very Conservative 48.5% 33.3% 3.0% 15.2% 33

By Political Party: Republican 31.9% 52.1% 8.0% 8.0% 213
Democrat 31.1% 53.4% 7.7% 7.8% 1600

Independent 36.8% 46.6% 8.2% 8.4% 416
Something Else 29.5% 54.3% 4.7% 11.6% 258
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Table 14. Compared to past elections for the BOS, were you more or less likely
to vote for your most preferred candidate today? (Q20)

Percent of Likelihood to Vote for More No Less Sample
Preferred Candidate Likely Difference Likely N

Total Sample (all voters surveyed): 46.19% 50.87% 2.94% 2,376

By Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic/Latino 59.74% 33.93% 6.32% 238
Asian/PI 49.00% 49.20% 1.81% 307

African American/Black 50.49% 41.45% 8.06% 124
White 43.18% 54.75% 2.07% 1,559

American Indian 42.07% 39.52% 18.41 % 11
Other 47.42% 48.70% 3.88% 111

Multiple Answers 46.19% 50.87% 2.94% 27

By First Language: English 45.41 % 51.63% 2.96% 1,981
Chinese 44.58% 54.81% 0.61% 105
Spanish 60.61% 33.73% 5.66% 132

Other 46.20% 52.32% 1.48% 138

By District: District 1 47.27% 51.19% 1.54% 336
District 2 38.84% 57.61 % 3.55% 340
District 3 40.06% 57.50% 2.44% 338
District 5 51.46% 45.65% 2.90 398
District 7 44.70% 53.50% 1.80% 323
District 9 49.36% 44.78% 5.85% 358

District 11 49.92% 47.82% 2.26% 2,402

By Income: Less than $10,000 44.83% 51.05% 4.12% 128
$10,000 - $19,999 47.80% 43.17% 9.03% 154
$20,000 - $49,999 49.71% 47.23% 3.07% 600
$50,000 - $74,999 45.46% 51.99% 2.55% 504
$75,000 - $99,999 43.15% 53.22% 3.63% 334
$100,000 or more 45.24% 53.82% 0.94% 604

By Gender: Female 47.11% 50.27% 2.62% 1,268
Male 45.20% 51.53% 3.27% 1,109

By Sexual Orientation: Straight 47.03% 50.34% 2.63% 2,044
G/UBi 43.38% 51.56% 5.06% 263

By Political Ideology: Very Liberal 50.09% 46.66% 3.25% 475
Liberal 42.83% 55.52% 1.65% 1008

Moderate 47.49% 48.70% 3.81% 669
Conservative 51.32% 44.87% 3.81% 171

Very Conservative 49.59% 40.98% 9.43% 32

By Political Party: Republican 44.85% 49.94% 5.21% 200
Democrat 44.92% 52.41 % 2.67% 1525

Independent 51.74% 45.40% 2.87% 392
Something Else 46.63% 50.41 % 2.96% 238
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Table 15. Sometimes voters feel like their vote is wasted, or doesn't count for much in an election.
What about you? Compared to past elections for the BOS, which best describes you? (Q21)

Percent of Feeling Like Vote Was
More Like No

Less Like Sample
Vote Was Vote Was

Wasted Wasted Difference Wasted N

Total Sample (all voters surveyed): 6.8% 64.2% 29.0 2,373

By Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic/latino 8.4% 63.7% 27.9% 236
Asian/PI 6.1% 66.5% 27.4% 306

African American/Black 10.6% 63.5% 25.9% 124
White 6.0% 64.6% 29.4% 1,561

American Indian 28.9% 46.4 % 24.8% 11

Other 6.9% 58.5% 34.6% 107
Multiple Answers 20.4% 51.9% 27.7% 28

By First Language: English 6.8% 63.8% 29.4% 1,982
Chinese 2.9% 70.2% 26.9% 105
Spanish 9.0% 56.2% 34.8% 130

Other 5.9% 68.4% 25.7% 135

By District: District 1 6.3% 62.4 % 31.3% 337
District 2 7.3% 68.8% 23.9% 340
District 3 5.0% 69.1% 25.9% 338
District 5 7.7% 59.5% 32.8% 403
District 7 8.5% 63.2% 28.3% 317
District 9 4.6% 60.3% 35.1% 356

District 11 8.0% 67.3% 24.7% 308

By Income: less than $10,000 7.6% 65.5% 26.9% 127

$10,000 - $19,999 7.5% 62.0% 30.5% 153

$20,000 - $49,999 8.8% 60.5% 30.7% 596
$50,000 - $74,999 6.2% 65.2% 28.6% 506
$75,000 - $99,999 4.3% 65.5% 30.2% 334
$100,000 or more 6.4% 66.2% 27.4% 605

By Gender: Female 6.3% 65.8% 27.9% 1,266
Male 7.3% 62.3% 30.5% 1,113

By Sexual Orientation: Straight 6.6% 65.2% 28.1% 2,045
G/UBi 6.9% 56.0% 37.1% 263

By Political Ideology: Very Liberal 5.7% 58.4% 35.9% 474
Liberal 5.4% 66.7% 27.9% 1,014

Moderate 7.9% 66.4% 25.7% 666
Conservative 14.4% 57.1% 28.4% 171

Very Conservative 4.4% 57.5% 38.1 32

By Political Party: Republican 12.3% 62.2% 25.5% 202
Democrat 5.6% 65.9% 28.5% 1,522

Independent 8.6% 59.6% 31.7% 393
Something Else 5.0% 62.2% 32.8% 239
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Table 16. Thinking just about the campaign for the BOS in your district,
was it more or less negative than in past elections? (Q22)

Percent of Campaign Negativity More No Less Sample
Negative Difference Negative N

Total Sample (all voters surveyed): 14.2% 70.7% 15.1% 2,528

By Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic/Latino 11.6% 73.2% 15.2% 243
Asian/PI 12.8% 71.1% 16.1% 341

African American/Black 18.2% 65.4% 16.4% 138
White 14.8% 70.5% 14.7% 1,652

American Indian 19.7% 63.2% 17.1% 12
Other 8.0% 78.4% 13.6% 116

Multiple Answers 19.1% 58.0% 22.9% 28

By First Language: English 14.0% 71.0% 15.0% 2,128
Chinese 14.2% 70.2% 15.6% 112
Spanish 13.1% 69.4% 17.5% 127

Other 14.0% 69.6% 16.3% 141

By District: District 1 32.5% 57.0% 10.5% 348
District 2 6.7% 81.0% 12.3% 392
District 3 16.3% 72.1% 11.6% 378
District 5 6.5% 72.0% 21.5% 425
District 7 9.5% 74.7% 15.8% 337
District 9 7.9% 71.5% 20.6% 350

District 11 23.4% 64.1% 12.5% 323

By Income: Less than $10,000 10.6% 77.8% 11.6% 148
$10,000 - $19,999 19.0% 64.9% 16.1% 160
$20,000 - $49,999 12.1% 70.0% 17.9% 626
$50,000 - $74,999 13.1% 70.8% 16.1% 531
$75,000 - $99,999 16.5% 67.6% 15.9% 362
$100,000 or more 14.5% 73.2% 12.3% 647

By Gender: Female 15.0% 69.9% 15.1% 1,334
Male 13.4% 71.2% 15.4% 1,199

By Sexual Orientation: Straight 13.9% 71.0% 15.1% 2,199
G/UBi 13.8% 68.1% 18.1% 264

By Political Ideology: Very Liberal 18.0% 63.4% 18.6% 487
Liberal 12.9% 73.6% 13.5% 1,079

Moderate 14.1% 71.4% 14.4% 723
Conservative 13.1% 70.0% 16.9% 188

Very Conservative 14.3% 65.2% 20.5% 33

By Political Party: Republican 17.9% 68.7% 13.4% 229
Democrat 14.2% 70.9% 15.0% 1,605

Independent 14.7% 69.2% 16.1% 418
Something Else 11.0% 70.8% 18.3% 259
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Table 17. With the Ranked-Choice Voting system (Instant Runoff, there wi be no runoff held in
December. Which would you say describes you best? (Q23)

Percent of Preference for Runoff or Prefer No Prefer Sample
RCV System RCV Difference Runoff N

Total Sample (all voters surveyed): 60.7% 26.6% 12.7% 2,594

By Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic/Latino 51.2% 33.2% 15.6% 254
Asian/PI 59.5% 26.9% 13.7% 343

African American/Black 39.8% 39.4% 20.8% 138
White 63.8% 24.4% 11.8% 1,701

American Indian 23.1% 56.3% 20.6% 12
Other 66.7% 25.3% 7.9% 117

Multiple Answers 70.6% 24.3% 5.2% 29

By First Language: English 61.4% 26.2% 12.4% 2,185
Chinese 66.6% 16.5% 16.9% 109
Spanish 50.3% 34.6% 15.0% 134

Other 60.2% 26.4% 13.4% 145

By District: District 1 53.7% 29.0% 17.3% 357
District 2 58.3% 30.8% 10.9% 399
District 3 62.3% 25.8% 12.0% 386
District 5 63.1% 23.8% 13.1% 443
District 7 65.8% 22.6% 11.5% 338
District 9 64.0% 26.4% 9.6% 371

District 11 55.6% 28.2% 16.2% 327

By Income: less than $10,000 44.1% 42.6% 13.3% 161

$10,000 - $19,999 49.7% 36.7% 13.5% 164
$20,000 - $49,999 59.4% 28.9% 11.7% 650
$50,000 - $74,999 61.0% 27.4% 11.6% 538
$75,000 - $99,999 60.1% 25.6% 14.3% 372
$100,000 or more 68.3% 18.6% 13.1% 657

By Gender: Female 61.6% 27.2% 11.3% 1,368
Male 59.5% 26.0% 14.5% 1,233

By Sexual Orientation: Straight 60.5% 27.0% 12.5% 2,248
G/UBi 66.2% 21.2% 12.6% 279

By Political Ideology: Very Liberal 67.0% 22.5% 10.5% 501
Liberal 60.8% 26.5% 12.7% 1,111

Moderate 60.8% 26.5% 12.7% 745
Conservative 49.8% 34.3% 15.9% 188

Very Conservative 33.5% 41.4% 25.1% 35

By Political Party: Republican 55.7% 29.2% 15.1% 230
Democrat 61.4% 25.4% 13.1% 1,644

Independent 64.4% 26.4 % 9.3% 434
Something Else 54.9% 31.6% 13.5% 267
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